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Robert Turkington

their cards, Merrill said, paying
the minimum is no way to manStaff Writer
age credit.
"If you make the minimum
A simple swipe of a credit
card added to an obligatory John payment on a typical credit card
Hancock:the perfect formula for at 18.5% APR and you have a
balance of $2,500, it will take
disaster.
Unfortunately, credit card over 11 years to pay the bill off,"
debt is an increasing problem Merrill said.
According to a 1993 study
for the nation's college-aged
released by College Credit Card
crowd.
"Many college students use Corp., 65 to 70 percent of all
their credit card as income in- students enrolled in four year
stead of as a source of credit," programs have credit cards by
said Gail Merrill, of Consumer the time they graduate.
Merrill said although many
Credit Counseling in Portland.
Merrill, the Director of Edu- students have credit cards, few
cation and Marketing at CCC, have been guided on how to use
said she had been to many cam- them correctly. She added that if
puses across the state. She said students aren't careful, debt can
the marketing schemes used for accumulate at a dangerous pace.
"You know you're in trouble
college students were different
than those for adults. The use of if you're getting cash advances
gimmicks, like hats and tee- to pay-off other cards," Merrill A credit car ven or uses rig t posters an•signs to attract stu
shirts, may get the students to said. "It is a false sense of secu- (Geyerhahn photo.)
sign, but doesn't give them the rity to think all of your problems record for seven years.
fortunately, things like eating
will be solved just by getting
implications of that signature.
"If in five or six years you out, buying that new CD,or get"You should read the fine another money advance."
want to buy a new car or a ting that extra case of beer are
If the debt is piling up and home,you won't be able to get probably out.
print and understand it before
signing anything," Merrill said. there is no foreseeable way to the loan if your credit is dam"That's hard to do and it's
She added,"a dangerous assump- pay the bills, Merrill said, the aged," Merrill said.
not something that you learn in
tion is that their parents will bail only thing to do is "stop cold
The first step credit respon- high school," Merrill said.
turkey and start a payment plan." sibility is to identify expenses in
them out."
Although there are some
Letting the debt accumulate their order of importance. Stu- warning flags, many students get
Although there are no statistics on how many students pay is the worst thing to do. Credit dents have to list what is most caught in the credit trap.
the minimum payment on on mistakes stay on your credit important to their survival. Un"I know that I'm in trouble,

ents to is ta em
because Lam living off my credit
card with no immediate way to
pay them off," Scott Thompson,
a recent University of Maine
graduate said.
Thompson said many people
only look to the immediate future, with no concern about longterm implications.
See CREDIT page 7

• Security

• Insecurity

New dorm card readers replaces
old security card system

Bogus police officer evacuates
York Village apartment

By Scott Tirrell
Special to the Campus
Students checking into their
residence halls this year were
given one less item. Missing
from the small envelope handed
to them at check-in time was the
security card.
Instead of the archaic, klunky security boxes that graced
the entrances of the dorms last
year; new, sleek black boxes
were installed. While the old
security system used a passwordprotected security card (Cumberland's 1993 password was
'bake'),the new security system
requires the resident to slide their
MaineCard through.
"The obsolescence of the old
security system made this change
necessary," said Ray Morreau,
Assistant Director of Campus
Living. "It was tough to find
parts and cards for the old system."

By Michael Doyle

more convenient than carrying
around two cards.
Although there have been "a
few glitches" Morreau said,
these were to be expected with
a new system. He said the security system was tested thoroughly before the arrival of students
this year.
The new system also has
some new features. When a MaineCard is slid through the slot of
the system,the number is sent to
the Harko computer at CAPS,
Mike Morin of Campus Life
Video and Computer Services
said.
The Harko system checks the
record of the student and if that
student is authorized to enter the
Card readers like these ave building, the door will unlock.
been installed in dorms. (LaA log of who entered what
chowsky photo.)
building is kept by the computer
Basing the system on the cur- at CAPS. Morin said that should
rent MaineCard made sense, help police investigate incidents
since all students have one,
See CARD page 4
Morreau said, adding that it is

A bogus policeman caused the
occupants of a York Village apartmenttoflee theirresidence on Thursday night.
David Violette, 23, of Park St.,
Orono,has been summonsed to appear at the 3rd District Court,Bangor on Oct. 7, on charges of impersonating a public servant, said Public Safety spokesperson William
Laughlin.
Violette,who was formerly employed in the private security business, is not enrolled at UMaine.
The incident commenced at
11:15 p.m.atapartment 11A in York
Village, when Bob MacAllister and
Paul Bisulca responded to a knock
on their door.They were confronted
by a person who described himself
as a police officer. He informed the
occupants that they must vacate the
premises immediately, in the interest of their own safety, as a massive
manhunt was in progress following

• Local

• Arts

• Editorial

Staff Writer

aserious stabbing incidentata neighborhood bar.
According to MacAllister, the
imposter advised the suspect from
the bar was last seen in full-flight
through the fields and woods towards York Village,and the fugitive
should be considered armed and dangerous. He added that sixty police
vehicles had since converged on the
area and officers accompanied by K9 units were combing the woods and
securing the area. He recommended
that the students exit the area for a
period of two hours.
The imposter possessed a twoway radio and was attired in blue
police-type shorts with a stripe down
the side and a police-style windbreaker. He was accompanied by a
small,wiry,black mongreldog which
the students were led to believe was
a police dog trained to sniffoutdrugs.
He was most polite and apologetic,
but authoritative, MacAllister said.
While fleeing the premises, the
See FAKE COP page 4
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Loose moose tips crane
during rescue attempt
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• UN delegates argue over abortion, birth control
• North Korea and US taking first steps towards relations
• Fundamentalist Islamic leaders released
• MIAs

• World Population Conference

Delegates debate over women's issues N. Korea hands over 14 US remains
CAIRO,Egypt(AP)— Delegates came to the U.N. population conference to talk
about how booming population growth is hurting the environment. Instead, they've
spent their time arguing about abortion, birth control and sexuality.
Hundreds of environmentalists at the conference, which ends Tuesday,lament that they
didn't get a chance to talk about poisoned rivers, exhausted farmland, water shortages and
other costs of having too many people.
"The focus has clearly has been on women's concerns and reproductive rights," said
John Izzo of the Sierra Club in San Diego,Calif. "Perhaps because that's where the biggest
fight is, it had to be."
But while he regrets there wasn't more talk about the environment,Izzo said:"The good
part is, if we succeed in lowering birth rates, the environment is the winner."
There are 5.7 billion people in the world,and thatfigure is growing by 90 million people
a year.
A 20-year plan to reduce population growth recommends expanding family planning
services, which could limit the world's population to 8.5 billion people by 2025. Without
it, the population could be closer to 13 billion.
There is a limit to how many people the world can support, and a continuing population
boom would be catastrophic, said Duane Kelly of the National Wildlife Federation.
"We've never had this many people. Every day we set a world record," he said.

1

PANMUNJOM, Korea (AP) — North Korea, in the midst of talks on forming
diplomatic ties with Washington,today turned over 14 coffins said to hold remains of
U.S. soldiers killed in the Korean War.
It was the first transfer of remains this year, and brought to 208 the number of remains
handed over since 1990. U.S. officials say only one set has been positively identified.
American and North Korean diplomats in the North's capital,Pyongyang,were discussing
"technical matters" about exchanging liaison offices, the first step toward diplomatic
relations, the North's official news agency reported.
The report did not give details, but U.S. officials have said they would take up issues such
as mail, telephone service and rent.
Diplomatic ties with Washington are part of North Korea's price for letting international
nuclear inspectors confirm that it isn't trying to manufacture nuclear weapons.
Talks are under way in Berlin on another of the North's demands — a modern reactor to
replace an aging nuclear power plant that produces larger amounts of plutonium, a key
ingredient in bomb-making. Higher-level negotiations are scheduled Sept. 23 in Geneva.
In exchange for normal relations, the United States also wants its war dead returned.
About 8,140 Americans who fought in Korea are unaccounted for, including 866 bodies
returned in 1954 but never identified. North Korea has never said how many remains it holds,
but the number could be in the thousands. No bodies were returned between 1954 and 1990.

2

• Algeria

Jailed leaders of banned
movement released
ALGIERS, Algeria(AP)— The top two leadof
ers the banned fundamentalist Islamic Salvation
Front were released from prison and put under
house arrest, and three other leaders were freed,
the president's office announced Tuesday.
The banning 2 1/2 years ago of the Salvation Front,
known by its French acronym as FIS, triggered an
insurgency by Muslim militants that has left about
10,000 people dead. The FIS, a widely popular movement, was about to win control of the National Assembly in 1992 before the elections were abruptly an-

3

nulled.
"I'm optimistic," Sahraoui said in a telephone interview from Germany."We are moving toward a political
consensus that will allow creation of a social peace. And
there will be a certain calm that will permit economic and
financial development."
Madani last week had rejected mediation and demanded freedom, according to a statement released
through the Germany-based dissidents.

• Middle East

Arafat resolves issue of
• Federation
Palestinian development aid Truce between Croats

Protestants militants claim
and Muslims may collapse responsibility for bombing

OSLO, Norway(AP)— Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres and PLO leader Yasser Arafat
ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) — The federation that
resolved the thorny issue ofdevelopment aid for the
Tuesday.
territories
Bosnian Croats and Muslims formed six months ago
Palestinian
After an afternoon of talks in Oslo, Arafat and Peres
is threatening to collapse, which could leave the two
agreed in a 14-point document to stick by the declaration groups fighting each other as well as the Bosnian Serbs.
of principles under which Jerusalem's status would not be
The presidents of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia met
Tuesday to attempt to breathe life into the feeble federation.
discussed for two more years.
The agreement was expected to put to rest recent
As the meeting convened in the Croatian capital, fighting raged 60 miles to the south in Bosnia's northwestcorner.
bickering over the status of Jerusalem.
"The two sides, Israel and the PLO, declared their Bosnian government radio reported that its forces killed 60
commitment to fully implement the declaration of princi- Serb troops as they rolled back a Serb offensive.
The report said Lt. Gen. Ratko Mladic,the Bosnian Serb
ples," the document stated.
Peres and Arafat were meeting privately and with commander-in-chief, was wounded in the fighting,but gave
Norwegian and U.N. officials to discuss $2.3 billion in no details. There was no independent confirmation.
The federation was meant to unite Bosnia's Croats and
development aid for the Palestinian territories. That is the
amount pledged by 43 countries at a donors' conference Muslims, bridge deep enmity left by more than a year of
fighting and permit the two groups to reform an alliance
last year.
demanded
week
Palestinian negotiators in Paris last
against Bosnian Serbs.
Mistrust lingers, and the alliance has yet to resolve
to use part of the money for health and education proany
saying
objected,
Israel
Jerusalem.
East
in
grams
differences on government structure, military strategy, the
issue on Jerusalem was off limits until 1996, under the economy or the repatriation of hundreds of thousands of
peace accord. Since then, the talks had been stalled an all refugees.
development aid.
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• Attack

5

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — Protestant militants
claimed responsibility for a bomb that injured two
train passengers Monday, and said the attack was a
warning that Northern Ireland's Protestant majority would
not be "coerced,forced or persuaded into a united Ireland."
The attack was the first in Ireland since the Irish Republican Army announced a cease-fire Aug.31 in its violent 25year campaign to drive the British from Northern Ireland.
Britain and Ireland appealed to the IRA not to retaliate.
The IRA has not avenged three attacks by Protestant
militants in Northern Ireland since the cease-fire was announced. Two Roman Catholics died in those attacks.
Protestant extremists fear the evolving peace process
will pull Northern Ireland out of Britain and into a union

6

with Ireland.
Police said a small bomb placed beneath a seat on the
morning train from Belfast, Northern Ireland,exploded just
as the train arrived at Connolly Station in Dublin. Two
women sitting on the seat suffered cuts on their legs.
Irish Rail gota telephone warning at aboutthe time ofthe
explosion, but it was too late to clear the train, spokesman
Cyril Ferris said.
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Partt Quebecois wins majority

• Election in Quebec

From Staff and Wire Reports
Quebec voters started the province down the
road toward sovereignty last night, handing the
separatistParti Quebecoisa majority ofseatsinthe
provincial parliament
With polls across Quebec closing at 8 p.m.,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation projected the PQ the victor at 8:29 EST,with the party
taking 65 seats out of a possible 125.
TheincumbentLiberals captured53seatsand
the smaller Democratic Action Party scored one.
The remaining six were undecided.
PQleaderJacques Parizeau,64,has promised
that his government will call a referendum on the

issue of sovereignty no later than June of 1995.
'The vote was much closer than!would have
thought," said University of Maine Professor
Howard Cody."However,theoutcomeisgoingto
be the same — a hard- fought political struggle as
the PQ attempts to convince voters that Quebec
should be independent"
Cody said the margin of victory "was a bit of
a surprise."
'The Liberals needed to capture at least 50
seats to remain effective and they did,but it's still
aPQ government,"he said,"and they'll stillclaim
a mandate for separation."
Many observers of the Canadian political
scene feelthat voters did notendorse the separatist

agenda so much as they rejected the Liberal
government
Public opinion polls have shown support for
independence running as low as 40 percent
'The odds are against the PQ," Cody said,
"and given the vote, they are even longer."
OneoftheproblemsfacingthenewPQgovernment'sseparatistcatIse istheadamantopposition of
Quebec's native population,Cody said
`The native population, the Crees and Mohawks,overwhelmingly do not support Quebec
sovereignty," Cody said."If Quebec leaves,they
want to stay. There could be some problems,
perhaps even violence."
Maine will not be affected in the short run,

Cody said, but there may be some long-term
results such as reduced foreign investment
and reduced confidence in Canadian stability
in the international currency exchange market. This could result in an even larger disparity in the U.S.-Canadian currency exchange
rate.
The rate, currently near 30 percent, is at an
eight-year high.
"People don't know what the PQ is going to
do, and uncertainty makes people nervous,"
UMaine Professor Tracy Snoddon said.
Snoddon,a Canadian economist, speculated
the Canadian dollar could fall even further as a
result of the PQ triumph.

• Orono Town Council

•
Council votes to limit mill Street parking
By Robert Turkington

Staff Writer
After limited discussion, the Orono Town
Council passed an amendment limiting parking
on Mill St in Orono to two hours.
The amendment to the traffic regulations
passed unanimously,extending the originallimit
from one hour to two hours. Councilor Philip R.
Brown added thatone hour wastoo restrictivefor
shoppers in the business district.
"We didn't know there was a law on the
books stating it was only an hour anyway,"
Councilor M.Terri Hutchinson said.
George J. Gonyar, Chairman of the Orono
Town Council,commented thatthe previouslaw

on the books was not enforced anyway.
In other business,seven new signs welcoming
people to Orono will be erected in the next few
weeks.The locations include: Rt.2from Vewie,
College Ave., Veazie Rd., Kelly Rd., Rt. 2from
Old Town,Essex St,and Stillwater Avenue.
Town Manager Gerald Kempen commented that MBNA Inc., a credit firm, would like to
"sponsor" a sign by providing the lighting for it
Would it be possible for other business' to
adopt lighting?" asked Hutchinson.
Discussion included adding solar power to
light the signs to eliminate the costs of wiring.
Gonyar said the council would look into
obtaining sponsors for the signs.
On thelighter side,the weekofSeptember 17

through the 23 has been declared Constitution
week by the request of Chairman Gonyar.
In a unanimous decision the council approved order#94-156on this,the 207th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution.
The purpose of the week is to give Orono
residents a chance to reflect on the value of the
Constitution to all those who reside in the town.
Hutchinson added that she would look into the
possibility of planning celebrations.
The Council also unanimously approved a
bid to paint the Community House at a cost of
$6,400. Under the proposed contract, the building will be completed before winter.
In order to cover the cost of painting the
building, and the addition of new lights on

Park St., $6,432.15 was transferred from
capital projects and miscellaneous funds by
unanimous vote of the council.
Other business attended to included: granting the Penobscot Valley Country Club a liquor
license,the demolition ofdangerous building on
Gould Road,adding a raker to the road maintenance force, and amending the rules regarding
the disposal of municipal property.
cAaeirbefe‘
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LINCOLN TOWN CARS

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
DIAL (207)947-8294 • 1-800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Hour Service

IPAUraurifER
WE DO
we.

NOBODY BEATS
111 Nik

YOUR AUTOMOTIVE SUPERMARKET

Wants You To Know That ...

OLD TOM
738 Stillwater Ave.
827-7012

BREWER
1 Vista Way
989-1280

• BRAKES
• ALIGNMENTS
• SHOCKS & STRUTS
• EXHAUST

Bendix Lifetime Warranty
VIP Trained Techicians
Roadmates by Gabriel & Rancho
Complete Systems

BRAKE SPECIAL ATTENTION ALL UMO STUDENTS & FACULTY!
FRONT DISC PADS or
REAR SHOES

OFF
Get
10%
$1699 any service labor
per axle
most cars

• New pads or shoes.
Resurface rotors or drums
• Repack front bearings if
applicable
• Test drive
• Extra charge for metallic

when you show your
MO I D card!
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Security

from page I

at residence halls.
"The log will be provided to police as
they request it," Morin stated.
The new security system also acts as a
timer. The new system will sound a silent
alarm if the door is left ajar for more than
the allowed time. After time expires,Public Safety is notified and an officer is sent
to check the situation.
The system is still being finished and
Morin had no current price figures.
Jason Bard, Resident Assistant in

Cumberland Hall, said he liked the new
system. He said he liked having a card
that fit in his wallet.
"It is easier for residents to be able to
use just one card," Bard said.
Although Public Safety could monitor when he entered the residence hall,
Bard said he was not concerned. Hejoked
that the people concerned about it were
probably scared their parents would call
Public Safety to see when they arrived
home.

Cop

from page 1

students engaged in some light banter with the
bogus policeman. One of them, Kyle Braga,
noticed the dog with it's snout buried deep in a
trash bag and wondered aloud,"What kind of
cop has a dog that runs off and eats garbage?"
The alarm was raised when the students
stopped at the Public Safety building to inquire
about developments and the progress of the

manhunt. Neither Public Safety,or state police
had any knowledge of a stabbing incident, and
units were dispatched to apprehend the imposter. However,the suspect had already escaped.
The following day, one of the residents,
Paul Bisulca, recognized the suspect in the
Memorial Union and alerted the police. An
arrest subsequently followed.

Sugarloaf USA
College Season Pass
\Ae`14,0,6.\1(0
cv? 0,6

412

s
$299 0 s.
Until Oct. 12

,64‘scee6G
14\c,V-A

s,0,14

Athletic Ticket Office
YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND
The Twenty-Fifth Annual
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEND
Families and friends of the University can choose from a wide
variety of programs including:
-Organizational Fair on the Mall
-Presidents Welcome and U Maine Football game with Boston University
-Open Classroom Day (Friday)
-Museum of Art Exhibits
-Roger Clapp Greenhouse
-The Hudson Museum & Museum Gift Shop
-Antique, Collectible, & Craft Market in the Field House
-Memorial Union Graphic Gallery
-Planetarium & Observatory
-Hypnotist
-Page Farm & Home Museum Open House
-Women's Cross Country Competition
-Two Women's Soccer Matches (1 Saturday/1 Sunday)
-Lobster/Steak Fest Sponsored by Campus Living
-Movie featuring "REF
-Athletic Mementos & Memorabilia Past & Present
-Aquaculture at U Maine, Pulp & Paper Making, Financial Decision
Support System Lab, Creating A-Character for the Stage
with Makeup, Archaeology Along the Penobscot, Maine
Wildlife Display, Telescopic Viewing of Sunspots, Steam
Calliope Demonstrations and Displays
-Anything Goes Float on the Stillwater
-Hirundo Wildlife Refuge
-Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Gardens Tours
-Public Hockey Game
-Carboard Canoe Race
-Canine Demonstration and Search & Rescue Helicopter Tour

For SPECIFIC DETAILS about the programs, contact
Sutdent Activites & Organizations, Memorial Union
581-1793.
PLAN TO BE PART OF A SPECIAL U MAINE TRADTITION
YOU'LL LONG REMEMBER

• Lobsters

Good supply and stable prices
keep lobstermen happy
YORK(AP)— Waves rain down on the
pilot house as Pat White steers his 33-foot
lobster boatthrough six-foot swells en route to
his favorite fishing spot on a crisp New England morning.
Aboard the tossing boat,the stench offish
bait, diesel fumes and bleach are enough to
turn the stomach of a newcomer who tries to
avoid falling flat on the wet derk littered with
fish debris.
But White is cheerful.
"How do you like them apples?" he says
as he yanks a 60-pound trap aboard the boat
and plucks out some prized lobsters. He turns
to the newcomer: "You bring good luck."
Good supply and stable prices have given
lobstermen like White plenty to smile about
this summer.
Assome otherNew England fisheriesflounder, Maine's lobster catch has topped 30 million pounds twice during the last three years,
and the state's4,000-strong lobster boatfleetis
expected to have another exceptional season.
Prices haveremained relatively stable,with
consumers willing to pay premium prices like
$10 a pound at a Los Angeles supermarket,or
$40 to $74 for a dinner at The Manhattan
Ocean Club. At Maine seafood markets, the
crustaceans are available for less than $4 a
pound.
Fishermen and scientists wonder how long
such good fortune can continue.
'That's the million dollar question,"
said Jay Krouse, a state marine biologist in
Boothbay.
With more than 2 million traps already
crowding the ocean floor, lobster is already
overfished, the federal government says.
And lobstermenfeartheirlivelihoodscould
be further threatened iffishermen who used to
target dwindling fisheries like cod and haddock are pressured to begin exploiting lobster
to make a liv"It's like squeezing a balloon,"
said Robert Morrill from the National Marine
Fisheries Service in Portland. "You squeeze
the balloon, it will come bulge somewhere
else."

For now,the fishing is good.
At daybreak,lobster fishermen like White
can be seen on piers from Kittery to Calais
chopping smelly bait, loading their boats and
chugging out to sea, much the same as their
fathers and grandfathers did.
Most lobstermen in the York area fish
between 600to 1,000traps,hauling in enough
lobster to earn a decent living, said White,the
executive director ofthe Maine Lobstermen's
Association.
"If you go up and down the coast,you find
guys who make a good living and guys who
don't," he said. "It's like farming. Some
farmers make a good living, some don't."
Atthe lobstermen's association,White has
been trying to bring fishermen together to
reach a consensus on conservation rules like a
minimum and maximum size for lobsters that
can be caught.
Butlobstermen are an independentlot,and
reaching a consensus is difficult,he conceded.
"It's a wonderful life," White said as he
tossed lobsters into a barrel-shaped container.
"It's just like everything else in the world
today. It's more complicated."
Fishermen cannot harvest egg-bearing female lobsters, which can carry 5,000to 50,000
eggs. Small lobsters that don't measure up on
a metal rule are tossed back into the ocean as
well.
A "good trap" might contain eight or 10
lobsters. Atleast half are usually thrown back.
As sea gulls flutter overhead,White cuts a
notch into the tailsofmaturefemalesto declare
them offlimits and flips "snappers" thatdon't
measure up back into the cold water.
Such conservation measures, along with
the inefficiency of the old-fashioned traps
used by generations of lobstermen, have
helped the lobster population thrive even
though it's generally thought to have peaked,
he said.
The problem with fishing for many other
speciesisthere aretoo many fishermen and too
few fish in the waters after years of overharvesting.

SO..YOU WANT A
MOUNTAIN BIKE!!
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR

WAIT UNTIL WEDNESDAY
FOR A BETTER DEAL

SEPT 14,15, & 16TH
MEMORIAL UNION: LOWN ROOM
NEW BIKES
FROM
$199.00

USED BIKES
GREAT
DEALS

ACADIA BIKE
BE THERE! WEDNESDAY
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• Book prices

Prentice Hall rep explains pricing process
by Tony Hallett

used,the editor sends it to other colleges for
their
review.
Staff Writer
Once this is done, the finished manu"I think the prices of textbooks are get- script has to be researched, checked, and to
ting ridiculous," Rob Crockett spoke out as sent to press.
he collected his books for the fall classes.
A majority ofthe costs can be explained.
"It'sjust too much.I'm spending over $300 Researchers have to be paid. Royalties on
just this semester."
each text are collected by individual writers.
Rob's reaction reflects the general feel- Even marketing a book takes lots of money.
ing of most of the student body at the Uni"We send our representatives to faculty
versity of Maine. Book prices seem to be meetings to promote the books. Free copies
soaring sky high, with little explanation as are given to instructors, and other free supto why.
plements(such as software, workbooks,and
Students don't have a choice when it CD's) are given away," Rosene explained.
comes to dishing out the big bucks. If a
Why do some books cost $45, and other
student hopes to pass, not buying the re- $70 or $80?
quired books isn't an option.
"The big markets, like the 100 courses,
What causes the prices of educational are very competitive. In order to stay comtexts to soar to the heights they have petitive, you get the best author teams for
achieved? To better understand this, one your books,and they aren't cheap," Rosene
must begin by tracing the steps involved in said.
the production, marketing, and sale of a
Artwork, color, and special permissions
textbook.
to use certain materials in a textbook also
"When we promote a book, the profes- run up the publishing bill.
sors will mention different things they don't
Big publishers try to keep the price of
like, or would like to change about a text," textbooks down for their customers.
Dorothy Rosene said.
"If a professor uses more than one book,
Rosene,a representative ofPrentice Hall, we shrink wrap them together and put a 15%
one of the larger publishing companies in discount on them. We also intentionally
the marketplace,said this is the best way for bring out books that are lower in price by
publishers to recruit writers for new texts, reducing the amount of pictures and colors
and make changes for old ones.
used," Rosene said.
"We ask the professors if they would be
These tactics don't drop prices signifiinterested in writing a book. Other times, cantly, and a better understanding of the
they approach us," Rosene said.
publishing process does not ease the pain in
After the writers produce the copy, it is the pocket.
sent to the editor. The editor decides if the
For students, there is one alternative to
copy will be used in the book. If it is to be the high costs of new books: buy used.

Jenny McPherson shops at the Bookstore.(Geyerhahn photo.)

53 Main Street, Orono
Next to the Fire Department

FRESH EXPRESS

SANDWICHES 6c-BAKERY

MADE TO ORDER SANDWICHES
FRESH-EXPRESS

FRESWEXPRESS

Deli Style Sandwiches - Cold
$1.99+twc each
GIANT Fountain Drink
44 oz. Coke or Pepsi

Deli Style Sandwiches - Hot

$2.49.each
FREE • FREE • FREE
SPRINT - INSTANT FONCARD
Call anywhere within the United States for 5 minutes

With coupon
valid through
L 9/30/94

+ tax

Christy's
53 Main Street
Orono j

FREE - NO CHARGE!
VALUE OF $2.50.
• NO PURCHASE NECESSARY• ONE PER CUSTOMER• WITH THIS COUPON •
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. CHRISTY'S - ORONO

ATM Machine - 24 Hour Availability
call your sandwich orders in • telephone 866-4911

uni
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*Between the lines

Parking lots see changes; student reaction mixed
By Monique Gibouleau
Special to The Maine Campus
The University of Maine has made
some changes in parking, as many students have noticed. One of the biggest
and most obvious is the parking lot in
near the fieldhouse.
According to Chief Alan Reynolds of
University Public Safety, the old lot,
which was once reserved for students, is
now no longer designated as such. The
lot will now be shared between a facultydesignated area, a commuter student lot
and a newly designated set of handicapped parking spaces.
The two newly refurbished buildings,
Corbett and Dunn halls, needed to have
parking for the staff and faculty who
would be working there. Not intended to
be a typical student lot, where people
come in and park all day (or all semester
in some cases), as most campus lots are,
it was intended for people who spend
relatively little time on campus.
"It's transient parking," Reynolds
said.
Although originally intended for use
by students enrolled in University College, it is now just a redesigned lot as the
University College has not been relocated to Dunn and Corbett as r originally
intended.
The lot, in addition to featuring a
designated section for faculty parking,
also sports several new spaces.
The new spaces were created extra
wide to allow more movement between

and around vehicles and make the campus more accessible to the physically
handicapped.
However,the change facilitated a loss
of 22 parking spaces that were once for
commuter students.
Improvements to other lots have compensated for the loss, Reynolds said, and
some lots have been newly hot topped
and repainted.
It is not exactly a simple procedure to
change a lot system, Reynolds said, especially when there are other changes
being made in the system as well.
"As building uses change, the parking changes," Reynolds said.
Suggestions about parking lot changes go through the Campus Planning Committee, Facilities Management and the
Campus Parking Committee.
Decisions made by the committee can
be acted upon quickly, Reynolds said,
especially if it is as simple as changing a
student lot to a faculty lot, changing lot
lines or doing a little paving or repairing.
Major renovations however,take time to
plan and more time to act upon.
"We need more parking definitely and not way out there where they try to
stick us," UMaine student Mike Torrisi
said.
Many students on- and off-campus
have objections regarding the parking
changes.
Koji Nomura, an undergraduate student in chemical engineering, noted that
the parking on campus was "very small."
"Sometimes I can't find a place to

Parking lot.(Geyerhahn photo.)
park," he said.
Nomura frequents the Union computer cluster and finds it frustrating and a
little strange that parking seems so insufficient.
After expressing a similar opinion regarding parking availability, Laura Howe
had an additional gripe
"If it was part of tuition, scholarships
would cover it," Howe said. "Twentyfive dollars could pay for a book instead
of a decal," Howe said.
Sophomore Scott Pierce thought that
the new situation had its benefits, but that

the problems outweighed them.
"It is nice to pave parking behind
TKE(a campus fraternity)," he said,"but
it is not so nice that they annihilated all
that resident parking and replaced it with
faculty/staff and commuter, which allows no overnight parking for residents
in that area."
Pierce used to park there last year
when he was a resident of Hart Hall. He
planned,
also thought that it was
taking away parking places to put grass
islands and sidewalks. Sure it looks nice
BUT..."

14 weeks untilfinals...

Want to know what your friends are thinking?
Mentalist/Hypnotist Ronny Romm
It's a journey into the imagination!
You loved him last year! You'll love him again this Friday night!

Sponsored By:
The Union Board:
Diversions
A Division of
Stundent Affairs
581-1735

$2-w/Student ID
$3-Others

THE UNION BOARD

h.

DIVERSIONS

Friday, September 16 at 8pm
Hauck Auditorium

THE tINION BOARD

DIVERSIONS
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Credit from page 1

TODAY'S WEATHER:
partly cloudy, highs in the low to mid 60's, NW Winds

THURSDAY'S WEATHER:
mostly sunny, highs near 60

• Crash

Trucks collide on interstate
BERLIN,Vt.(AP)— Two truck driv- bound lane of Interstate 89 between Exit
ers remain hospitalized today after a trac- 8 in Montpelier and Exit 7 in Berlin at
tor-trailer truck rear-ended another as about 10:15 Monday morning.
they climbed a steep hill on Interstate 89.
The Vermont State Police said that a
The accident ensnared three other cars lightly loaded truck driven by Arndt hit
and slightly injured the driver of one of the rear of a heavily laden and slow movthose vehicles.
ing truck driven by Melendy.
Carl Melendy, 29, of West Lebanon,
The police said that the accident ocN.H., was listed in stable condition in curred after Arndt looked down for pathe intensive care unit of the Central pers in the cab of his truck.
Vermont Hospital in Berlin Monday
Arndt's truck stopped after the collinight with head injuries, hospital offi- sion. But Melendy was knocked unconcials said.
scious in the collision and his truck rolled
The second driver, Robert Arndt, 30, backwards down the interstate.
of Connet, Ohio, had numerous facial
Three cars in the passing lane stopped
cuts and was also listed in stable condi- when the accident occurred, but Metion.
lendy's truck rolled backwards into the
The accident occurred in the south- vehicles.

"I have always been able to get
enough work to maintain the minimum
payment, but I know that doesn't happen with everyone," Thompson said.
The ease of obtaining credit cards is
dangerous, he said. He added that even
though his credit card is near the maximum, he has received two or three preapproved cards in the mail since graduation.
"I know some people who are taking
out student loans and have two credit
cards maxed out already," Thompson
said.
Almost anyone can obtain a credit
card from many of the larger credit firms,
like Citibank. With a few strokes of the
pen and less than ten minutes, most students can obtain credit.
But sometimes those who get credit
offers find the amount they receive ridiculous.
"There are so many people getting
cards out there... my wife, who is a homemaker has received card offers with
$5,000 and even $8,000 dollar limits,"
Howard Dunn, of the University Credit
Union said.
Dunn,the President ofthe credit union,
said even his 11 year-old son has received pre-approved cards. He added that
the use of mailing lists by larger companies like Citibank or MBNA are commonplace.
"With our credit union, we are a little
more stringent. We require that our applicants have some sort of stable income,"
Dunn said.
Education is the key to keeping your
credit clean, Dunn said. He added that if
you are already in debt,"most companies
are willing to work with you."

• Politics?

Gridiron club
hosts dinner
WASHINGTON(AP)— In the elusive art
of political humor, there is nothing more engaging than self-parody. It also is the most
likely to succeed.
Vice President Al Gore proved that with a
straight-faced stream of wisecracks about his
wooden image, after having himself wheeled
on in a hand cart and propped up to speak.
"AlGore isso stiff,racks buy their suits off
him," he deadpanned.
"If you use a strobe light, it looks like Al
Gore is moving.
"Al Gore is so boring his Secret Service
code name is Al Gore."
There was double-edged parody in the
satirical TV advertisement on health care,
featuring the President and Mrs.Clinton. With
built-in jokes about the complexity of the
Clinton health proposal — she cites page
27,655 — they also made fun of the health
insurance industry's Harry and Louise commercials.
"Paid for by the Coalition to Scare Your
Pants Off," the joke ad ended.
In it,the Clintons discover,in mock horror,
that even if the health care plan is passed,
people are still going to get sick and die."I've
never been so frightened in all my life," the
president intones in his TV role.
Every spring, Washington jokes about
Washington, and political rivals break bread
together atthe dinnerofthe Gridiron Club,109
years old,foremostamong the formal affairs at
which the establishment — government and
media — let their guards down just a bit.
Gridiron is an evening of song, satirical skits,
and speeches by figures from each political
party, then by the president.

Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals
and our heterosexual friends:

UMaine
39ou are cordially inrited
to,attend the
Wilde-Stein Club
_Meetings.

• Great selection of bikes, parts
and accesories
• Expert tune-ups
• Ride schedule
Mountain
Road

Monday
Weds
Friday

9 Pine Street
Orono, ME
866-3525

5:00PM
3:30PM
5:00PM

Open
M9-5
T-Th 9-7
F9-5
Sat 9-4

Wilde-Stein Club is a group of students who have at least two things
in common. We are all interested in discussing gay, lesbian and
bisexual issues and concerns, and planning gay, lesbian and bisexual
events and activities.
Until equal right are available to allpeople
in this and every country, we cannot stop educating the public.
-John Oleksy, Co-chairperson
For more information, please
call 581-1596 or stop by our
office on the third floor of
the Memorial Union.

Meetings are Thursdays in the
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union at 6:30 p.m.
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Maine Recruiting
Consortium

Jobs

Jobs

Jobs

SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS:

•

Bangor Interviewing Day
Resume Deadline:
Wednesday, October 19
A full day of interviews for liberal arts,
science and business graduates with many
employers from across New England.
Thursday,December 8,1994- Bangor Civic
Center, Bangor, Maine - 9:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Students must register with the Career Center
and submit resumes for pre-screening by 4:30,
Wednesday,October 19,1994.

Center,
Welcome back to campus. As you begin your final year of study, we invite you to visit the Career
to
d
committe
are
We
you.
third floor of Chadbourne Hall, and utilize the many services available to
,
deadlines
and
ents
providing quality, timely information and resources on graduate school requirem
can
you
sluggish,
t
somewha
career information, and job opportunities. Although the economy is still
l entry into
significantly increase your chances of successful employment upon graduation (or successfu
job
uncover
to
necessary
skills
graduate school) by working with the Career Center to 1)develop the
country.
the
across
and
Maine
in
openings,2) market yourself effectively, and 3)gain access to job listings
the Career
For those of you who are unfamiliar with the process, it is essential that you register with
that are
many
options
the
explore
to
effort
Center for placement services and that you invest time and
now.
process
the
on
started
get
you
available. The information below is designed to help
your
If you are undecided about your career plans, come and talk with us. We can help you assess
including
options
of
career
variety
wide
a
explore
to
resources
skills and interests and provide you with
levels.
and
national
local,
state,
the
at
jobs
and
internships, paying jobs in the non-profit sector,
year.
We look forward to getting to know you and to being of service to you during the coming

Patricia Counihan, Associate Director

Portland Interviewing Day: March 2,1995
Current Job Listings
The Career Center has information on hundreds
of jobs that are not listed in our weekly Career
Bulletins. We exchange job listings with over 20
major universities,and we subscribe and receive
weekly / monthly job listings from:

Services Offered
Opportunities in Public Affairs
National Business Employment Weekly
Current Jobs in Writing, Editing &
Communications
The National Arts Job Bank
The Job Seeker—Jobs in Environmental
Professions
Environmental Opportunities
Northeast Athletics Job Link
Boys Club of America
Community Jobs Opportunities
Current Jobs for Graduates - Liberal Arts
Professions
International Employment Gazette
Teaching Opportunities

The International Educator
Maine Sunday Telegram
Human Services Career Connection
The Chronicle of Higher Education
Earth Work
Minority Review

0000000000000 00000000000
Senior Job Placement • Career Center
Nights

•

College ofEngineering
College of Sciences
Thursday, September 15
College of Business Administration
Tuesday, September 20

Location: 115 Donald P. Corbett Hall
Time: 6:00 PM
College ofArts & Humanities
College ofSocial & Behavioral Sciences
Wednesday,September 21
College of Natural Resources,
Forestry & Agriculture
Thursday, September 22

Location: 107 Donald P. Corbett Hall
Time: 6:00 PM
Non-Traditional/Commuter Students
If you are unable to make the Senior Job
Placement Night for your college,
please come to one of the following:
September 28
Wednesday
Room,Union
FFA
P.M.
Noon-1:00
September 29
Thursday
Noon-1:00 P.M. FFA Room,Union

Find Out About:

Job Search
Workshops
Fall 1994

Please sign up ahead of time for the
workshops that you plan to attend
by calling the Career Center at 5811359 or by stopping by the office on
the third floor of Chadbourne Hall.
Additional workshops will be
announced in the Career Bulletin.
All workshops will be held in the
Career Center unless otherwise noted*.
Resume Writing Basics
Thursday,September 15 2:10 PM
3:10 PM
Monday,September 19
3:10 PM
Tuesday,September 20
Wednesday,September 21 2:10PM
2:10 PM
Tuesday,September 27
PM
12:00
30
Friday,September
(Noon)
Interviewing Techniques
Thursday,September 22 2:10 PM
3:10 PM
Friday,September 23
2:10 PM
Monday,September 26
Thursday,September 29 3:10 PM

'Career Counseling & Job Search
Advising
'Computerized Career Programs
and Job Listings
'Self-Help Career Lab
• Career Literature
• Maine Mentor Program
• Resume Critiques
• Seminars & Workshops
'Mock Interviews
'Special Programs
'On-Campus Interviews
•Current Job Openings
'Employer Literature
*Graduate & Professional School
Information
• Resume Referrals
'Cooperative Education and
Internship Listings
Cover Letters
Wednesday,September 21 3:10 PM
3:10 PM
Tuesday,September 27
Finding Co-op &Internship Positions
2:10 PM
Monday,September 19
2:10 PM
Thursday, October 20
Wednesday, November 30 3:10 PM
Federal job Search
2:10 PM
Thursday, October 27
Job Fairs:
Effective Use ofJob Fairs
3:10 PM
October 18
Making the Most of the Maine
Recruiting Consortium
2:10 PM
November 29
2:10 PM
November 30
Appying to Graduate School
Wednesday,October 19 3:15 PM
*Memorial Union

•On-Campus Interviews
*Job Listings
•Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
•Registration Procedures For the Career
CenteThe
Learn how to takefull advantage of the
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am - 4:30 pm
services
and
s
Career Center's program
3rd Floor Chadbourne Hall* 581-1359
throughout your senior year.

are

Career Center

Building Your Futu
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• The Debate continues: Drugs or Paint?
• What is art?
• What is art? (Asked in a stalwart pose)

• Recent aquisitions

Carnegie exhibit fresh, vibrant
By Monique Gibouleau

medium of crayon to add more design.
Dunn's "Chair Screen" is also on Lexan
and is in bright primary colors on one
"Recent Acquisitions" may sound like side and black, white and blue-grey on
a new television show or something play- the other. The work is encased in a
ing in the Pavilion Theater here on cam- chipped gold tri-fold frame. The museum
pus, but to those who have visited the has more works by Dunn that are not
Carnegie Hall Art Gallery it is known to currently on display but were also donatbe an exhibit of art pieces given to the ed.
University in the past three years. The
Daniel Farber donated forty paintings
pieces in the exhibit are completely eclec- to the University. Two are on display,
tic in their connection to one another. both entitled "Reflection" though one is
Ranging from the wildly abstract to the mainly grey and the other mainly blue.
finely-detailed lithographic portraitures As one might expect, they show reflecof the 1890's, the exhibit holds a little tion in water involving colors with an
something for everyone.
almost psychedelic, Barberella effect on
The first piece in the show is a paint- the whole.
ing by Howard Clifford Jr. entitled "KenTimothy Kindrachuk's abstract,"Blue
neth Holand XVII". Its most noticeable Landscape,"involves bright and contrastfeatures are its stenciled words, "An ing blues, greens and orange-yellows .
American dream, violence, hate, and The companion work, "Yellow LandKKK," apparently an indication of Clif- scape" brings a cheerful canary yellow
ford's feelings on certain facets of Amer- base into touches of many other colors to
ican society. Another work of Clifford's create a well-balanced piece of work.
is the large painting "Heaven On Earth
"Furg -1st State" by Frank Stella is
XVI" which includes the American flag another brilliantly-colored piece that
and the word "wealth" in colors of wealth: seems to revel in its own simplicity of
gold, silver and bronze.
lines and color blocks. "Color Fields"
Two more traditional works picturing and "Light and Water," both by Michael
soldiers,"Union Soldiers at Gettysburg" H. Lewis, give the exhibit more color,
by Thur de Thulstrump and "Two Zoua- though Lewis uses a technique causing
ves" by H.W. Chaloner, both show men the colors to almost bleed together into
in battle and uniform. Another detailed an almost maddeningly beautiful conand traditional work is "His First Birth- struction of sunset colors and sunbursts.
day" by Fred Morgan, which was painted
In the silkscreen,"Rooftop Sun Bathin 1899 and is the oldest piece in the er", Hilo Chen depicts a nude woman in
exhibit. It shows a warm family in cele- a lawn chair overlooking New York City
bration picturing grandfather holding through her sunglasses. Another brightchild as other children and the women ly stylized piece is Noel Mahaffey's
play and eat at a table set for festivities. "Night-Times Square," a garishly vibrant
Several of the more vivid and exciting serigraph of a Times Square street scene.
works are by Joseph Dunn. Using brilSigmund Ables' etchings add a cerliant acrylic paints on Lexan (similar to tain humanistic feeling. Ables' "Space
Plexiglass), Dunn created bright and en- Issue #2, Northwood" depicts a woman
ergetic pieces with an almost transparent brushing her hair near a window as a man
look to them. The piece "Nocturne 18"is watches. Lehmbruck's "figure," a sitting
mainly in turquoise, purple and bright
See RECENT on page 11
royal blue and incorporates the unique

"Two Zouaves", a traditional work by H.W. Chaloner, is part of the "Recent
Acquisitions" exhibit at Carnegie Hall.(Lachowski photo.)

• WIC

• Melrose Place

"Le Forum" opens series

Bisset takes new role

Special to the Maine Campus

By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Discussion of "Le Forum," a collection of Franco-American women's writings, opened the Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series Tuesday in the Bangor
Lounge.
As implied by the full title of the program, this series is an examination of the
lives of women in any and all aspects of
society and their impact on that society.
Not merely focusing on women in the
context of modern America, the series
explores the traditional roles of women
within their own diverse cultures and how
the roles are changing to meet todays
standards.
Tuesday's discussion, titled "Voices
from 'Le Forum': Producing an Anthology of Franco-American Women's Writ-

ings," was sponsored in part by the Franco-American Center. A group of four
women were introduced to discuss how
they came to be involved in the compilation of an anthology of Franco-American
women writers and their individual reasons for taking part in the endeavor.
The speakers were Kristen Langellier,
Professor of Communication and Journalism;Lanette Landry Petrie,Secretary,Employee Assistance Program; Rhea Cote
Robbins, Editor for Le Forum; and Kathryn Slott, Associate Professor of French.
The program was divided into three
parts. The first was a discussion of how
the group first came together and how the
anthology gradually took form.Each woman had her own personal anecdote about
the experience—usually humorous. StoSee WIC page 10

By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
Soap opera characters are, by definition,doomed.Doomed to ill-fated romances, disloyal friends, excessive emoting.
Life's misfortunes, squared.
Josie Bissett understands this. She
knows the cruel hand of fate must slap her
"Melrose Place" character Jane Mancini.
Repeatedly. But a self-possessed sort like
Bissett can't help but ponder the irony:
Will the basically intelligentJane,"Melrose Place's" sweetheart to the crafty spice
of Amanda Woodward(Heather Locklear),
NEVER get a clue?
As the Fox series' third season began
Monday, Bissett has already faced the sad
truth of what's in store for Ms. Mancini,
fashion designer-cum-professional-victim.
"Yeah,Jane goes through more crap,"

she says, wearily.
The pert Jane has seen her good husband(Thomas Calabro)turn bad and faithless; had a budding romance maliciously
wrecked; watched her shameless sister
(Laura Leighton)marry said husband;been
wrongfully accused of his attempted murder.
She got a bit of a reprieve from Jane
with a TV movie role. "Deadly Vows,"
which aired Tuesday on Fox,is the story of
a vulnerable young woman(you know who)
seduced by an older man(Gerald McRaney)
plotting to murder his wife.
Unlike Jane, the movie's Bobbi is a
sheltered and lonely girl. But there are
parallels, Bissett concedes.
"They're both the same in the sense
they're a tad bit naive, I would say, and
See MELROSE on page 11
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French as well as in its English translation.
Finally, the third part was a brief question and answer period where the audience was encouraged to comment. When
it was over,the speakers received a hearty
round of applause from the modest crowd
before dispersing.
The Women in the Curriculum Program is located in 101 Fernald Hall and
holds its weekly luncheon series to discuss various topics with a focus on women's lives.

ries ranged from where they had their
meetings to how they compiled their material to how they made their final selections.
The second part of the discussion was
selected readings from some of the material chosen for the anthology. The stories
and articles dealt with a range of topics
from the role of the mother in the traditional Franco-American household to the
Franco-Americans' close-knit sense of
community to the making of maple sugar
candy. Kathryn Slott read one story in

WMEB top 35
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• Shorts

Phish returns
rium box office on Saturday, Sept. 17, at 9
a.m. Advance tickets are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets or may be charged by
phone by calling (207)-775-3331 or 9419711. Tickets are $18.00 for this general
admission concert.

Phish, in support of their fifth recording,
"Hoist," will play in the Bangor Auditorium,
for one show only, on Nov. 2. Guest appearances will be made by Bela Fleck,the Tower
of Power Horn Section, and Alison Kraus.
Tickets go on sale at the Bangor Audito-

• At the Rams Horn

Steamed Donkey
perform Thursday night at the Ram's Horn.
Steamed Donkey is the firstcampus band
to perform this semester. Admission is free.
For more information, call ...

Steamed Donkey,an electric blues band
in the style of Stevie Ray Vaughan, will
Lubrication
Hot, wet, steamy,fresh,
sweet coffee at

'UY-)
Wet

581-4556

Java People
153 Park St,Orono, Maine
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Melrose
live a little bit in denial. I'm seeing that
especially in the script we're doing now
on 'Melrose.' Jane's living in deep denial."
This is all out of character for Bissett, a
self-assured young woman who seems older than her 23 years and who confesses that
"I always found a way to get what I wanted."
Born to a middle-class family in Seattle
— mom and dad run a glass business — the
blond, fresh-faced Bissett announced at
age 16 she was skipping off to Japan for a
modeling gig.
Her parents were "incredibly supportive. When I think back on it, that's
such a young age. See what I mean? I
must have finagled them into letting me
go. I talked to my teachers and said 'I'll
do my homework in Japan.' I worked it
out; I don't know how, but I did."
She quickly made a second trip to Japan, then moved to California on her return to pursue modeling here. She was 17.

Acting lessons seemed a natural progression; Bissett went on to roles in TV ("The
Hogan Family") and films ("Book of
Love," "Mikey").
"A lot of times I think I've been really
fortunate and things have come easy. But I
went through some stuff,I really took some
chances," she says.
One thing she doesn't take chances on
is her 2-year-old marriage to fellow actor
Rob Estes, who stars in the syndicated
series "Silk Stalkings."
This levelheaded attitude helps keep
her "Melrose Place"job in perspective. A
recent magazine article that said she was
fed up with playing Jane was dead wrong,
Bissett protests.
Yes,Jane does start the season accused
of her ex's attempted murder. Yes, she
does get involved in another star-crossed
romance, this involving designer Chris
Marchette (Andrew Williams).
It is Jane's lot to flounder; Bissett simply won't.

figure sketch,along with an untitled work fling the Bull, which was painted by
by Franciszek Starowierki of a figure in Waldo Pierce in darks and reds. A unique
motion express the same humanistic ap- untitled still life of bananas, lemons,
grapes, and oranges all edged in purple,
peal.
The etchings of Leonard Edmondson by William Moise rounds out the collecare vastly different in nature, much more tion. Moise also has an untitled landabstract and colorful. The etching "719- scape that is somewhat complex in color
Three" contains a peach colored back- and shape, but also very beautiful in its
ground of various objects, such as a use of rough, light rectangular trees and
baseball card, a can of Lindsay pitted branches.
The exhibit is put together very well
prunes and a canned ham label, among
contains many wonderful works of
and
other things. The two on display are
Acquisitions" will continue
"Recent
art.
from the 16 recently given to the Uniand will be replaced to
Sunday
through
versity.
new exhibits by two
two
for
room
make
of
Also in the exhibit is a painting
artists.
known
nationally
"Skinpost-bullfight activities entitled,

MULTICULTURAL
FILMS
WHEEL(

Not

THE •
MALL
•
Floe'
FALL 1994
Sponsored by the University of
Maine Centerfor Student
Services, the Memorial Union,
and the Health Impact Group

now.(Courtesy photo.)

Director: Krzysztof Kieslowski—White on the
French flag stands for Equality, and equality
(revenge?) is what a Polish hairdresser seeks
after his wife divorces and humiliates him in this
original and comic film. He returns to Poland,
impoverished, stowed away in a suitcase, to plot
his way back to equality with his wife. With
Julie Delpy and Zbigniew Zamachowski.

Thursday,September 15
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 P.M. and 9:15 P.M.
Admission $1.00

.00pot*CkrizellIkart

Berenyi's Professional

I

Karate Academy
38 Main Street, Orono
/Mk

Specia1izin6 in:
DO
:
SA.0144411 KaMiC

'Noise
Novons
7otionament Compelition
$C16

•Back to School Special•
Sign up for one month of classes and
receive the second month for half price.

IT

Call 866-3239 for class times and registration.
Semester and school year plans available.

aemwtytward
Dorothy Clarke Wilson is an internationally known writer and peacemaker who
lives in Orono. In 1925, while a student at Bates College,she won a prize for her
essay,"Arbitration Instead of War." Dorothy Wilson says that this prize was the
beginning of her lifelong commitment to research and writing on social issues and
world peace. Now,to encourage today's students to share that commitment,she
has established a $500 annual award for the most compelling essay written on the
topic "Building Peace in Times of Internal Strife."
The recipient will be determined by the Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay
Committee. All undergraduate students currently enrolled at the University of
Maine are eligible for the competition. Previous winners are not eligible.
TOPIC:
The committee invites participants to consider any of the following areas as
contexts for their essays: personal, social, campus, national, global, or universal.
AWARD:$500
FORMAT:
Standard format: typed, double-spaced, one-inch margins
Length: 700-1500 words. Essays clearly exceeding 1500 words will not be
considered.
Submit two copies.
Include with each copy a detachable cover sheet with your name,class, address
and phone number.
SUBMISSION:
Due by October 14, 1994
The Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Committee
Send to:
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR:
Both substance and structure will be important; the committee is especially
interested in insight, originality, and thoughtfulness.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS are members of the Wilson Center Board of Directors,
University of Maine faculty (including Peace Studies representatives), and the
campus minister.
Winner should be available to attend the Wilson Center Annual Dinner on
Saturday evening, November 5, to receive the award.
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State News

• Gubernatorial elections
• Loose moose tips crane in rescue attempt
• Moose

• Road to the Blaine House

Gubernatorial debate marked by caution Crane lifts
BAR HARBOR(AP)— Caution,rather
than boldness, dominated the first televised
debate of the 1994 gubernatorial campaign
Monday.
During a two-hour discussion about the
environment and the economy at the College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, the four
candidates generally stuck to their party
lines, revealing little new in the way of
differences among them.
There were seats to spare in the small
meeting hall as more than 100 people turned
out to hear Democrat Joseph Brennan, Republican Susan Collins and independents
Angus King and Jonathan Carter. The debate is scheduled to be telecast Wednesday
night on Maine public TV and radio stations.
Predictably, Carter provoked what confrontation there was, portraying his mainstream opponents as pawns of the corporate
establishment, while the otherssparred politely over positions that were often similar.
One of the few flash points of the debate
never ignited.
Brennan took King to task for asserting
in his campaign book that party candidates
are more prone to political cronyism than
non-party candidates when filling top posi-

tions in state government. In one of the few
emotional moments of the debate, Brennan
ticked off a list of appointments he made
during his eight years as governor and called
the charge "rather offensive."
"The fact that you come from a party
does not mean you can't be competent and
able," Brennan said.
Carter asserted that he was "really the
only independent" because he is refusing to
accept any campaign contributions from
special interests, and then Collins capped
the exchange with comedy.
"I'm the only one who isn't a Democrat
or a former Democrat," she said.
The mandatory auto-emission testing
program in southern Maine that was suspended in the face of a strong public backlash generated the most animated discussion.
King said he would seek to remove Maine
from the federal law that requires the testing
by convincing the Environmental Protection Agency that most of Maine's ozone
pollution comes from outside the state.
He called the testing program "the wrong
policy in the wrong place at the wrong
time" and reminded Brennan that he had
supported the law requiring the tests when

he was a member of Congress.
Brennan said Maine's entire congressional delegation supported the legislation.
He said it is unrealistic to expect Maine
could win an exemption from the requirement and that, if it were to be excluded,that
could disruptsimilar programsin other states
that ultimately will help clean the air.
"It's for health purposes, not to hassle
people," Brennan said,suggesting that state
officials should concentrate on easing the
cost of the tests and associated repairs for
Maine citizens.
Collins agreed that most ofthe pollution
in question comes from other states and
wound up in a dispute with Carter, who
defended the program and said Maine produces the vast majority of its pollution.
"You could take every car off the road
and shut down every factory and Maine
would still have an ozone problem," said
Collins.
"That's not true," replied Carter.
Brennan said he would appoint a consortium of Maine scientists to wrestle with the
best way to respond to tough new federal
requirements designed to conserve commercially valuable fish species off the New
England coast.
King said he sees "enormous potential"
for salmon farms and other forms of aquaculture in Maine but that such enterprises are
often thwarted by state government.

moose to safety

ROCKLAND(AP)— A bull moose who
awed spectators when he plunged 20feet into
a rock quarry and then dangled from a crane
during rescue has been returned to wild.
Rescuers were stuck between a rock and a
hard place Monday when thecrane tipped over
with the 800-pound beast hanging 25 feet in
the air.
Theacridenthappened ascrews weretrying
to lift the creature from the quarry, said Keel
Kemper,a regional state wildlife biologist.
No one was injured in the mishap,including the gangly moose, Kemper said. The animal waslaterreleased intothe wild afteragiant
forklift transferred it into a pickup truck.
The episode started Sunday when the animal got trapped on a patch of level land near
the quarry's edge.
Because the moose had attracted a crowd
ofgawkers,wildlife officials decided Monday
it was in the animal's best interest to remove it
to a safe area as soon as possible.
Butthe problemsstarted after Kempershot
the animal with a tranquilizer dart. Instead of
staying still, the woozy animaljumped offthe
ledge and splashed into the water 20 feet
below.
"It was an unbelievable swan dive,"
Kemper said. "If you've ever seen a moose
jump off the diving board, it makes quite a
splash. It was incredible, really."
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WE
ARE
ALL
IN
THE
GUTTER,
BUT
SOME
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LOOKING
AT THE
STARS.

u)odd Pike to invite ag demsh students to a
meeting on Uhwtsday, Septembek 22
at !pm with bagek.
Uottnan ounge, Aemottid clinion
gok moke intokmation about WU g cliom atppuk sekviees pfease ca0 Shoshana 34ubekman
ok Shate Bahl+ at 581-1789.

—Oscar Wilde
A NEW GENERATION OF SUPER-HERO.
MONTHLY FROM DC COMICS.

TM

...7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective financial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?

Robinson Harris Von Grawbadger
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company

Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education

Plan to attend Brian's information reception on Tuesday,
September 20,6 - 8 p.m., at the Black Bear Inn. Space is limited.
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman for reservations today at 1-800-274-3476.

AR Rights Reserved.

4.-q111
Comics triz(207) 729-92S
570 Stillwater Avenue • Bangor, Maine 04401 •(207)947-5802

95.6.- v_716.11
'Topsham‘
1_00 _Cmaisma ULM
'Topsham ....34adoss. 040E16

BONUS! 10% OFF ANY DC COMIC BACK ISSUE
WITH A COPY OF THIS AD!
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• Filling Mitchell's shoes

Senate presidency luring
hopefuls already
AUGUSTA(AP)— Not contentto campaign merely for re-election, a number of
Democratic and Republican incumbents are
trying to line up support to secure the open
post of Senate president in the next Legislature.
The vacancy is,like much else about this
topsy-turvy election year,attributable to U.S.
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell's
March announcement that he will resign at
the end of 1994.
That triggered a domino effect in which
Maine's two congressional representatives
declared for Mitchell's seat and in the process opened up countless election opportunities farther down the ballot.
Among those eyeing other options in the
aftermath of Mitchell's bombshell was the
current state Senate president, Democrat
Dennis Dutremble of Biddeford, who entered and won his party's 1st District congressional primary.
With Dutremble out of the picture in
Augusta, there was at least one obvious
hopeful to become his successor — state
Senate Majority Leader Donald Esty of
Westbrook.
But as Esty began to conduct the offstage, pre-election campaign through which
leadership elections are usually decided,
another candidate stepped forth — Sen. Alton Cianchette, D-Newport.
For months, that pairing looked like the
match. But recently, the Democratic field
has widened.

Now the No. 3 member of the outgoing
leadership team, Assistant Majority Leader
Beverly Bustin of Augusta, has let it be
known that she too is looking at the presidency.
Moreover, speculation has also focused
on other Democrats — Sens. John Cleveland of Auburn, Dale McCormick of Monmouth and Rochelle Pingree of North Haven.
On the Republican side, a shake-up was
in motion even prior to the Mitchell announcement.
State Senate Minority Leader Pamela
Cahill of Woolwich had already entered the
crowded race for the GOP gubernatorial
nomination and stuck with it till the end,
finishing back in the pack behind winner
Susan Collins.
Cahill's absence provided an opening
for others within the Republican Senate
caucus. And, to date, at least three incumbents are hoping to move up — and that the
GOP can end a 12-year stretch ofDemocratic control.
They include the Number 2 Republican
incumbent,Assistant Minority Leader David Carpenter of Sanford, and Sens. Jeffrey
Butland ofCumberland and Dana Hanley of
South Paris.
Of course, any of those mentioned will
need to convince the voters back home to
award a return trip to another term in Augusta before they can definitively make a case
for themselves as a Senate leader.

The Screamin' Black Bears

PEPa BAND
mirmiwum
wAmmurum

lEfga...M11

Resident On Campus
Positions available:

Programming
Chair
Secretary
Pick up applications
at the ROC office
3rd floor Memorial Union
or call x-1760.
Application due by
September 16th.

Student Senate
•Student Senate nomination forms
will be available Wanesday,
.00
September 14th.
•Forms are due.back.:4v. :e Student
Government Officel
Onesday,
September 21st at

Will meet on Thursday,
September 15th
in 220 Lord Hall
7:00 pm-9:00 pm

• Elections will
September
• Must be an Under
Fee Paying Stude

Open to all students.
New members welcome!!4
•4
Call 581-1232 for more information.

Any questions regarding the nomination process
should be directed to Charles Allen at the
Student Government Office or call 581-1775.
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by Malcolm Smith

Communities come together in times of trouble. It was seen
last week after the crash of U.S. Air Flight 427 in Pennsylvania. Whole neighborhoods were seen mourning family and neighbors, as were airline workers for lost
comrades.
Small Maine communities have their own ways of helping out their own during
bad times, including benefit dinners and the coffee can.
'uittottYY
The tradition in some places is to place a coffee can on the counter of a general
store after a family loses everything in a fire or a family member to death.
Customers put in donations for the family, then after a few days the money is • Commentary
forwarded to the family. In some cases this is the way other community members
learn of the misfortunes that have befallen their neighbors.
The definition of community can change from place to place, people to people.
But communities members are always there for each other.
Two top campaign aides for a Second
Countless political deals have been conThe community of Frankfort, about 45 minutes away from here, came together
a few weeks ago when one of it's own, Jimmy Lavin passed away, succumbing to District congressional candidate have been summated in smoke-filled bars, and alcohol
busted for smoking pot, and the issues of is the social lubricant of choice at Washingthat insidious evil we call cancer.
personal
responsibility and marijuana legal- ton, D.C. power lunches.
Jim Lavin graduated from Searsport District High School in the class of 1982.
ization
have
been raised once again.
It is more than a little duplicitous to
That class, as are most high school classes, was it's own community.
First,
following
the resignation of the suggest that marijuana is more dangerous
The class of'82 seemed to lead a charmed life. Perhaps it was us watching our
older brothers and sisters grieving for two of their own lost classmates in senseless Democratic staffers, the Republican candi- than alcohol, and downright false to insist
car accidents while in high school that made us precautious while we were trying date suggested that the incident raises ques- that marijuana is more hazardous than toto be wild. (Ironically, one of those who died was Jim Lavin's older brother, tions about the candidate's ability "to con- bacco.
Every year hundreds of thousands of
"Boogie.") Whatever the reason, the class of 1982 did not have to grieve as trol his staff."
"Ultimately, it is the candidate who is Americans die from lung cancer and related
previous classes did. We graduated intact, some of us having started in kindergarresponsible," the Republican said.
bronchial disease with the blessing of the
ten together. Looking back, we had a good thing.
What? Since when are the employers sup- United States government. Likewise, countThe class of 1982 went on it's way, marrying, divorcing, birthing, enlisting,
posed to monitor the personal activities of less American families are ravaged by the
studying, working, and living.
their
employees?
scourge of alcohol abuse.
Now, as if a bill has come due, we have lost a man whose path was to raise a
Second, it is time for society to realize
On the other hand, not a single person
family and give back to his own community. Among other things, he served on the
Frankfort Volunteer Fire Department. It is not surprising that the town turned out that marijuana is not a threat. Rather, it is the has ever suffered a fatal overdose while
to help Jimmy and his family, because Jimmy had always been there for his town. hypocritical finger-pointing and holier-than- smoking pot.
Moreover, when was the last time you
Shortly before he died there was a picture of Jim in the local paper, either The thou righteousness on the part of self-apRepublican Journalor The Waldo Independent, being driven to a dinner being held pointed moral watchdogs that are the real saw a bum lying in the gutter with a joint in
his hand?(FJG)
in his honor in the center of Frankfort. He was looking at the camera,and, with his threat.
hand up in the air, it almost looked like he was waving goodbye.
The concept of the volunteer fire department and the cans on the general store
counter seem unique in small town Maine communities. Bumper stickers tell us to
act locally, Jim, and the people of Frankfort practiced it.
In her husband's obituary, Jim's wife Dawnita, who also graduated also in the
class of'82, and who will always seem like everyone's little sister, urged people
to go out and enjoy life. I hope the rest of the Searsport District High School class
of 1982 is doing just that- although now we all have a little more work to do to fill
our classmate's void.

l

Blowing smoke

THE BUCK AND A HALF CLUB by M.C. BETZ

This column is dedicated to the Lavinfamily.
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FAMILYAND FRIENDS WEEKEND BEGINS
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

Wednesday. September 14

Sunday. September 18

Movie•"Back to School"•101 Neville Hall • 7:30 p.m.

Antique, Collectible, and Craft Market• Field House
•10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Thursday. September 15

Monday. September 19

Maine Vocals• Will be registering students/faculty to vote and
collecting petition signatures for the Maine Hemp
referendum • For More info call 827-1636• Outside of
Memorial Union

Roll It Again Cinema •"The Day the Earth Stood Still"• Totman
Lounge, Memorial Union *12:00 noon.

Senior Job Placement Nights• College of Engineering and College
of Sciences •107 Corbett Hall •6:00 p.m.

Peace Studies Lecture Series•"Peacemaking Within: Exploring
Inner Conflict and It's Resolution"• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union 012:15 p.m.

Pizza and student—quizbowl/conclave info meeting • All are
welcome • Sponsored 12y The Wildlife Society 0102
Nutting Hall •6:00 p.m.

Cleaning party, general meeting, potluck dinner•Sponsored 12y
12—Nuts Co—op • Basement of Chadbourne Hall •4:00 p.m.

Not at the Mall Film Series•"White"• Hauck Auditorium
•6:30 and 9:15 p.m.

Tuesday. September 20

Thursday Night at the Ram's Horn • Live music, in the tradition
of the great electric blues bands, with Steamed Donkey
• Ram's Horn •8:30 p.m.• Free admission.

Roll It Again Cinema •"The Day the Earth Stood Still"• Totman
Lounge, Memorial Union 012:00 noon.

Friday. September 16

Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series•"From Technocratic to
Holistic: Midwifery as a Catalyst for Change"• f3angor
Lounge, Memorial Union • 12:15 p.m.

Weekend Trip • Appalachian Trail work trip • Call the Outing Club
at 1-4453 for more info.

NT5 Topics•"The Mind—Body Connection"• Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union • 3:15 p.m.

Friday Afternoon Adventure• Canoeing the Stillwater River• Call
the Outing Club at 1-4453 for more info.

Coffee House with Frankie Manzi• Peabody Lounge, Memorial
Union •8:00 p.m.

Denis Leary Judy Davis Kevin Spacey

They may bchostages,
hut what thty're doing
to this guy is criminal.

Ronnie Rom • ESP/Hypnosis
Friday, September 16

Movie
"The Ref"
Saturday, September 17
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:15 p.m.

Saturday. September 17
Organizational Fair• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Antique, Collectible, and Craft Market• Field House
•10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Pinner Theatre with Musical Revue•"Jolie You Ain't Heard
Nothin' Yet• Call 1-4718 for more info • Wells Commons
•6:30 p.m.

The UMaine Amateur Radio Club
will be teaching a "Ham" radio course for "no morse code"
teaching license. The class is free and will be on Monday
from 7:00-8:00 p.m. in Barrows Hall. Call Aaron at
866-5759 or Mark at
1-6724.

Food

Athletics
Women's Field Hockey
• Vs. University of Pacific • Thursday the 15th '3:00 p.m.
• Vs. UMichigan • Saturday the 17th • 2:30 p.m.

Soup Kitchen • Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad,
fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juice • All you can eat
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union •5:00-6:30 p.m.•$4.25.

Football
• Vs. Boston University •1:00 p.m.

Fernald Snack Bar • Both breakfast and lunch express
specials are offered • For take out °refers, call 1-1404
• Located in Fernald Hall for breakfast and lunch
•7:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Women's XCountry
•Vs. UMass/UConn •10:30 a.m.
Women's soccer
• V5. SUNY, Stony

Brook •12:00 noon.
• V5. Rhode Island •12:00 noon.

Exhibits
The Children of Fulton Street• Through October 10• Graphics
Gallery, Memorial Union.

Maine I3ound

Our Roads Converged •Through October 23• Hauck Auditorium
Gallery, Memorial Union.

September 9-11 • Beginner Whitewater Kayaking

David Wilson: Small Offerings• September 14 through November 5
• Hole in the Wall Gallery, Memorial Union.

September 16-18• Intoductory Rock Climbing—Acadia National
Park

Robert Shetterly Paintings: Proverbs of Hell • September 16
through November 4• Carnegie Hall Gallery.

September 16-18• Beginner Whitewater Canoeing
September 17-18• Barebones Beginner/Intermediate Kayaking
Call 1-1794 to register and for more info or stop in at the Maine
Bound office in the Memorial Union

Religion
Th

UMaine Ultimate Frisbee Club
Anyone interested in a non—competetive way to stay in
shape, come to the mall every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 3:00-5:00 p.m. Call Chris at 827-0544 for more info.

hom
Cen

n followed by a light supper of
p with bread • Sundays at the Wilson
.m.

• Ec
Me

e study • Wednesdays in the Davis Room,
•12:15-1:00 p.m.

•"A
•5:

me • Thursdays at the Wilson Center
•$2 donation.

Weekly Meetings
of
If your student—oriented organization, club or group meets weekly, and you want more people to show up, list it here. Send the name
the group, where and when the meeting takes place, and a brief description of what your group does, and what it offers to
students. Send it now to Ryan Leclerc, Campus Crier, i6 Chadbourne Hall.

Wednesday

Monday

Nutrition Club •28 Merril Hall •3:00 p.m.

Maine Vocals• A non—profit organization dedicated to ending
Cannabis Hemp prohil2ition in the state of Maine • All are
welcome • For more info call 827-1636• Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:00 p.m.

Maine Outing Club • Scott Wilkerson will be speaking on Waste
Reduction and the UMaine Recycling Program • Damn
Yankee •7:30 p.m.
The Union Board: Diversions• Anyone interested with Campus
Entertainment is invited to attend •Totman Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:30 p.m.

Thursday
Wilde—Stein Club • Wilde—Stein is a group dedicated to the
concerns and planning of activities for gay, lesbian, and
12i—sexual students • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
•6:30 p.m.

UMaine Green Party•Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
info call 1-6356•7:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Maine Peace Action Committee• WAG works on many peace and
justice issues ranging from university to global concerns
• New members are welcome • Virtue Room, Maples
Building •4:00 p.m.

College Democrats• Everyone is welcome •1912 Room, Memorial
Union •7:00 p.m.

The Maine Event• The Campus Crusade for Christ is looking for
people interested in a variety of activities for spiritual
growth • For more info, call 866-2830• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union •7:30 p.m.

International Coffee Hour• End your week with relaxed
conversation, intercultural programs, international holiday
celebrations, or discussions of international topics • For
more info call 1-2905• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•4:00 p.m.

Sunday
UMaine Radio Club • Everyone is welcome • Basement of
Merril Hall •1:00 p.m.

Getting Acquainted Better
People are needed for the GAS program. Give a minimum of
one hour a week to talk to and to get to know International
Students. All students are encouraged to participate in this
activity. For more info, visit the International Programs
office at 100 Winslow Hall, or call 1-2905.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services for students at the University of
Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It
offers free listings for all student-related events and activities. Don't miss out on our service.
Itjust might push you over the edge. Send us your stuff today! Send all submissions or questions in the
direction of Ryan Leclerc, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. You
may also EMail ryan_leclerc@voyager.umeres.maine.edu The deadline is the Monday before the listings
appear.
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Hutchinson's top ten
Here are 10 equally important suggestions for success in college, presented by
UMaine President Frederick Hutchinson:

in retaining and comprehending new information.
3. Interact with your instructors. Asking
questions during or after class can help
1. Budget time to read. This includes with the subject and help the instructor clarassigned material, class notes,and anything ify the material. Many successful students
else related to your interests and subjects. develop these interactions further and gain
Some students read very little related to additional information and opportunities.
their class subjects until shortly before the Faculty and graduate students can be valuexam, then try to understand it all at once. able sources of advice on courses, research
Those who keep up with the readings are projects, summer jobs, and employment
reviewing and reinforcing their knowledge- opportunities. Develop your contacts and
not cramming- when they study for exams, stay in touch.
4. Select courses carefully. Be sure you
and usually do much better.
2. Study with other students. Getting make progress on your intended major, but
another person's perspective on a difficult don't overload yourself. Most departments
subject can make it much easier to under- have recommended course sequences;study
stand. Form a study group with other class them and try to plan your course work acmembers and you'll be amazed at how many cordingly. Delaying first and second- year
of your questions they can answer- and classes until your junior or senior year usuhow many of theirs you can answer. Ver- ally impedes your progress in the major
balizing to others what you have read aids and delays your graduation.

5. Take an active attitude. You're here
to learn, develop and mature, and these are
best achieved by active participation. Those
who view university life as a video screen
to be watched are going to get much less
out of life here than those who actively
seek knowledge, skills and interaction.
6. Be organized. Keep a list of your
homework and reading assignments. Every
time you check off an item you have the
satisfaction that you are making progress.
7. Develop the study habit. Find a quiet
place, and set routine times every day when
you are going to accomplish your individual study. If it's study time, don't let friends
distract you.
8. Be open-minded. Don't expect everyone to look, act and think like you. If you
find yourself resisting an unfamiliar way of
doing things or resisting getting to know
more about a people, a religion or an ethnicity different from your own- ask why.

And,do everything with passionate moderation so you can enjoy doing things at the
time and afterward
9. Set goals. They should be challenging,
yet achievable, address academic and career
initiatives, and be both short and long term.
The challenge can be exciting and rewarding.
10. Find a mentor. Seek out a professor,
an adviser, or some other person in authority with whom you can relate, talk to and
feel comfortable about going to when you
need help or are in trouble. Professors are
real people who are here to help you.
Suggestions provided by the following
faculty: William E. Glanz, associate professor of zoology, Dana N. Humphrey, associate professor of civil engineering, Ray
B. Owen, professor of wildlife resources,
C. Stewart Doty, professor of history, and
Kristina Passman, associate professor of
classical languages and literature.

• Proofreading
• Higher expectations
• For the Record

Letters
To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Some errors in the first issue:
Page 1- The graph of SAT scores. UM's 1994 scores look about 885, not 1000 as given
in the article. The 1000 figure refers to first year students; maybe the 885 is all the
students, but that should be labeled. The UM average is also below the national average,
not 102 points higher as stated in the article.
"INSIDE- Sports- UMaine plagued with more ineligible players." Need I say more?
Page 6- "First year"- "Approximately 78% of first-year students are male and 48% are
female with little change from last year," !?!
Page 9- "MCA lineup"- not a mistake, but a complaint. If the writer, Ms. Andresen,
does no more than crudely paraphrase the MCA's own publication, I don't understand
why she is given credit for writing an original article. Ms. Andresen does give some new
information about Stomp and Itzhak Perlman, subjects about which she must have had
some personal knowledge. Of course, maybe she wrote the MCA publication in the first
place. Somehow I doubt it.
Page 21- "Bears drop first game"- Am I dense, or is the final score nowhere to be
found? After the first half,28-3,and the only scoring in the second half was a field goal by
UM.But,for a non-football fan who was mildly interested, that wasn't enough info. How
much is a field goal worth?(I know, picky, but it bugged me. Not that you should say 'For
non-football fans, a field goal is worth X points.' But an obvious statement of the final
score would help someone who wasn't interested in the details.
Page 22- Someone left out "continued on page 23" in the women's soccer article.
These are not things I was looking for. These are things I happened to notice. I saw
other spelling and stylistic errors, but those don't count because I was seeking them out.
Do you need a proofreader? It took me about 20 minutes to read this and notice these
problems. I know you were in a hurry to get this issue out by Friday. Please, don't do it
again.

I attended the University of Maine as an undergraduate because I believed in the spirit
that is Maine, manifested in both the state and the university. As a graduate student I am
still contributing to the commitment the university gives to the state, and I feel pride in
being a part of this community.
Reading the Maine Campus I am saddened to see that, as a student body, we do not
treat ourselves with the respect we have earned and deserve. We sit back in mock
astonishment to read that the incoming first-year class has a combined SAT average that
is higher than the national average. We begin a countdown to the 'inevitable' pulled fire
alarm in the residence halls and vomit on the floor. Do we have such low expectations of
ourselves and others that this is what we strive to attain? Are these the values we present
to the state, the nation, and the world?
We as individuals at the University of Maine have high expectations and dreams for
ourselves; can we not have similar ideals for the university as a whole? A commitment to
higher learning does not have to be elitist. We have it within ourselves to show both
academia and the social structure that we are a smart,focused, motivated, value-oriented
student body. We are individuals who collectively create an atmosphere of stimulating
intellect and supportive learning.
We as students and staff are, and have access to, incredible resources. Let's not
undermine our very strengths by ridiculing our successes.

Daphne Brinkerhoff
Penobscot Hall

For the record...
"He really did a beautifuljob for us before. He
looked after his senior citizens."
-76 year-old Washington, D.C. mayoral candidate
Marion Barry supporter Christine McNair.
"A comedy that Proves Love is a Many Gendered
Thing."
-Tag line from the movie promotion for "It's Pat."

Paige M. McIntire
Old Town
2.40:
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker

I The North Wing

By Ryan Peary

Calvin and Hobbes
014 MAN MOM `NENT
TO A PARERTTEACI-IER CONFERENCE
I'M AS GO® AS DEAD
MISS WORMWOOD WI

HORROR
STORIES?

TELL MOM ALL SORTS
OF HORROR STORIES
ABOUT ME'

by Bill Watterson
NHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO SAV
WHEN `f0a MOM
GETS BACK 2

WELL, ITS A\1 A
QUESTION OF
PERSPECTIVE
STILL, I I1IINK
I SHOULD BE
ALLOWED TO HAVE
A LAWYER PRESEN
AT WE MEETING

NOTHING BUDDY, IF YOU
AT ALL? TI-IINK I'M EVE_N
GOING TO BE WERE,
10VRE CRAZ1.'

NOTHING

Z.z

.11111-11/.

1990 linerersal Press S.ndicale

7.14'

Calvin and Hobbes

10113Sil

by Bill Watterson

WELL, 414EN lF GOT T3 THE -MATS A
CLASSROOM, WE SAW TWAT
CJTE IDEA.
ALL WE KIDS I-IAD DRAWN
DID YOU ,
SELF - PORTRAIIS IN ART CLASS, FIND CALIINS
PICTURE?
AND HAD LEFT 11-IE PICTURES
ON 71-1EIR DESKS SO THE
PARENTS WOULD RECOGNIZE
THEIR CV-IILD'S SEAT.

THERE WAS ONE
DRAWING OF A

GREEN KID
WITH FANGS,
SIX EiES, AND
HIS F- NGER
UP HIS NOSE

acco,

THE FUSCO BROTHERS

by J.C. Duffy

you EVER WRITE A
KISS-AND-TELL i3OOK ABOUT fv)E
IF I BECAME RICH AND FAMOUS?

GLORIA, WOULD

THE FUSCO BROTHERS
THIS EPISODE OF "CoPS"
tAFIS FILMED RICTFIT HERE
IN NEWARK, AXEL.

y J.C. Duffy

ME BEING TOLD TO QUtT LOITERING OUTSIDE
OF "DINKY DoNoTs."

For Wednesday,September 14
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Self-realization, self-sufficiency and self-confidence are all highlighted for you today. So
although you may feel you are not ready to
take thart first brave step into the unknown,
what lies ahead will more than compensate for
recent upsets.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Although
much in your personal or professional life seems
to be undergoing changes through unforseen
circumstances, you are about to experience a
memorable turning point when you will be
able to chart your own destiny.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Forget
about doubts, inadequacies or insecurities and
demonstrate that you have much more creativity, imagination and flair than others realize.
Discussions related to a particular beliefshould
prove successful and reassuring.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Consider
the advantages to be gained by settling for
what is being offered. No doubt you deserve a
larger slice ofthe cake,but soon you should be
able to lay down the law over property,finances or investments.
CANCER (June 21- July 22): Change,
renewal and inspiration come to mind now with
the Sun supported by Neptune and Uranus in
your opposite sign of Capricorn. If you add
humility and caution when handling close relationships, a profitable settlement is guaranteed.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Wait and see
what a spectacular aspect between the Sun and
Uranus on the 15th brings to light before signing any contracts or financial agreements. A
new proposal may invalidate all that has gone
before.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): Be bold and
decisive when dealing with intensely personal
issues, without worrying about labeled unrealistic or selfish. Certain individuals have only
themselves to blame if you pull the rug out
from under them.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct. 22): For reasons
you cannot fully explain, you appear to doubts
others' motives or intentions. So when dealing
with sensitive family or domestic affairs, try to
remember that fear is simply an illusion that
gives a false sense of isolation.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): You have
a fantastic opportunity to earn the respect and
support offamily and close associates by changing your stance. In fact, an inspired idea could
show certain individila's how many trump cards
you actually possess.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Doubt whom you will but never doubt yourself. For although some sort of wrangle still
seems to be taking place, you are about to
experience an unexpected boost to your status
or reputation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Everyone must streamline and then rebuild at
some time or another and this seems to be
yours. So discard anything that goes against
the grain or does not meet your expectations.
Then embark on constructive new projects.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): Cast out
all your fears and phobias. Life really can be a
lot of fun, if you have complete faith in your
own skills, talents or abilities and set about
making the changes.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): Any form
ofdramatic change tends to put you on edge. As
you now walk away from upsetting or unsettling or unprofitable associations,however, you
can be sure that partners,friends and loved ones
will give you all the support you seek.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Thursday,September 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
There comes a time when one must learn to be
independent and ,to some extent, selfish. You
are shouldering far too many responsibilities
and so cannot afford to make allowances for
those who have had every chance to stand on
their own two feet.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): With the
Sun now supporting Uranus in that part of
your solar chart concerned with career and
professional matters, it is time to take command of events at work,if only because those
in power have finally overstepped the mark.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Movement, new horizons and all forms of communication are highlighted by current planetary
activity. So try to visualize what can be accomplished by a reorganization of your leisure
time and don't be afraid to cast a wider net.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): There
comes a moment when a showdown is unavoidable and this is yours. You are shouldering the lion's share offinancial responsibilities
and really cannot go on making allowances for
those who are misleading you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Make
your intentions clear and then wait for partners, friends or loved ones to come to their
senses. It would be foolish to terminate longstanding ties just because certain people are
not comfortable with what they hear.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): The truth is not
always pleasant. In fact, it can be quite painful. Lasting happiness can be found by rejecting what is simply an illusion, however. This
applies as much to your personal finances as
your work situation.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22): Because the
Sun is now brilliantly aspected by the revolutionary planet Uranus, you should be at your
most creative and self-confident You are now
ready and eager to tackle problems that are
preventing you from capitalizing on your skills.
LIBRA(Sept.23- Oct.22): The solution
to your predicament is to ensure that everything is strictly by the book. Honesty is the
only policy. You would do well to remind
certain individuals of this fact
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You
seem determined to justify your statements or
actions, though there is bound to be another
war of words. And that is exactly what is
needed if you are to keep others from imposing restrictions on your hopes for the future.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): With
so much planetary activity urging you to go
about your business in an outgoing,enthusiastic and optimistic fashion, no one can really
clip your wings, even over financial issues,
which have been a sore point lately.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): You
have the ability to display all the willpower
typical of your birth sign. And if ever there
was a time to put to flight those who have
persistently rejected a principle you hold dear,
then this must surely be it.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): A stunning aspect between the Sun and your ruler,
the revolutionary planet Uranus, provides the
final piece of the jigsaw. So take what now
transpires as confirmation that a reassessment
ofjoint financial issues is unavoidable.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Although you may have been puzzled over
the course a particular relationship seems
to be taking, you now have everything you
need to find the answers, provided you ask
the right questions.

Entertainment
BY CARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
THREE OF 77-1I5 FLOCK ARE
UNDER-IN5URE9 01/5/5 UNINSUREP AG7065T1-15R,771ANK5
707715 REGKL.555INVESTMEN75
OFA GERTAIN NERNE141-1N-LAX.

WHENI77-IINK AEOUTPUTTING
CHIZAREN FIR57;NATURALI.-Y,
I THINK Mall7745 R171IR5
OFMY0a/N BELOVED CHICKA17E55 HERE AS55115LF-12„

OH,1754R.., AUAI77E GRAM,
WEN IS UNCLE
LI575N 70
1145 AIRING 61111.gUR6 IIIN6
THE FAM1LY5 OUTOFJAIL.-7
NEVER,
RIGHT?

TOLD 411/15.11R HE
4111111
4
P.IA5 GOING 7r)65T CAL&-(7
IN 7715 REAL-ESTATECRUNCH,
BUTHENAS50STIMORN,JUST
LIKE BROTHER PICK!

\

A/

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
WHV G4155AY "1<I175FIRST"
1415 NOTONLY MEAN IT'S 771
FIRST 575P TOWARD TRUE COMPREHENSIVE COVER4175. Le/EALSO
ALL 1<105 —
MEAN THAT
ARE OUR FIRST CONCERN /

tre9, VICKIE,IT.
oNe OF TH055
0155,4%577-/AT
COULDeeDE-

700MANYFAMILIES DO NOTHAVE
READY Al-4555TO OECENTHEALTH
55RVI5S. PREVENTATIVE CARE
a.10(11.126REATGYIMPROVE 77z54TMENTOF EVERYTHINGFROM EAR
INFEGTIGW5 TO cavaiz

TECTED EARL-Y...

------711111111

ACROSS
I Build-up
7 Literally, soft
technique
14 Cheyenne ally
of old
15 Extremely
important
16 Inflammation of
the respiratory
tract
171n a silly fashion
18 Boomer
19 Garcia
Marquez's
Writes to
the Colonel"
21 James and
Clark
22 Business start
24 Young boxer,
e.g.

New York
Times Daily Crossword
53 Old columnist

26 Goes downhill
27 Classic

name in
mail order
29 He can hardly
give a hoot
31 Compass dir.
32 Rush
34 Actions
36 Pictorial
38 Secondary
listing
41 "Ready — ...
44 Agcy. that
monitors
smoking
hazards
45 Or. Zhivago and
others
47 Vaccine name
49 To be, to Henri
51 12-point types

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ALLUO AFT
MOTS
LOOSE VA I L
AWREI
I NTHEVERNACULAR
METERED
ATOM
BRER
NOS
I NAWAY
SE I NLANGUAGE
ISIN
ADO
SOM
TONGUE LASHING
IAN
SRO
ONTO
BLABBERMOUTH
MYRIAD
SRS
ESSE
ORCA
ACEROUS
ONSPEAK I NGTERMS
TAT I
RING
ANEMA
SPEC
NEE STRAY

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

1

Maxwell
54 Kind of gun
56 Unabridged
editions
sa Something to
believe in
59 Old profs
61 Curt
63 Pensioner
64 First and
Second places?
65 Prizes
66 Fixes

2

3

4

5

6

Its16

14

18

19

22

23

27

20

28

9

25

33

10

12

13

43

.

26
30

34

31
35

37

40

41

44

11

21

29

36
39

8

17

24

32

38

7

No. 0423

45

46

42

48

47

DOWN
49

50

51

52

53

I Old
54
homesteads
55
56
57
58
2 Dive
59
60
•61
62
3
-Locka, Fla.
63
4 Counsel,
64
perhaps
65
66
5 Chuck
6 Comment from Puzz e by Manny Nosowsky
Santa
20 Land of
39 Computers'
48 Finger-points,
7 Glyptologist
Enchantment
working hours
when said twice
8
tree
40 Browning,
SO Odd
23 Mideasterner
9 Athletic sort
originally
52 Put into play
25 R.&B. singer
1030's Interior
42 Biased
55 Desperate
Bryson
Secretary
57 Petitioned
43 Cold comfort?
28 Poker-faced
it Paris art
60 Pro
46
Deer
with
30 Red foes
treasure, with
three-pointed
62
Cat (winter
33 Become
"The"
antlers
vehicle)
eventually
12 Soup go-with
35 Arm parts
13 Book set
Get answers to any three clues
entirely on the
37 Facts
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420date 6/16/04
38 Start of a
5656 (75C each minute).
14 Pretend to be
chewing out

PerscraiAstrolccyCcnsultaticnslwatlqthone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Potato business

• Potato harvest

Maine farmers hope to McCain shareholders
reap profitable harvest vote to oust founder
MAINE(AP)- Maine's potato growers
hope a good harvest this season will give
them the boost needed to pay bills and get
back on their feet after a string of bad luck,
officials said Tuesday.
Most farmers who began harvesting potatoes on a limited scale this week say their
quality is exceptional, although their yield
won't be as high as hoped.For mostfarmers,
that's good enough.
"Everything looks good, and that's a
relief," said Rodney McCrum,president of
Northland Packers and GrowersInc.in Mars
Hill. "We're overdue for a good year."
A strong finish is critical to Maine potato
growers who deferred bills, dipped into savings, raided retirement funds and took out
extra loans to make ends meet during four
lean years.
The farmers generally broke even last
year after three consecutive disastrous years.
This year, they hope to continue climbing
out ofthe hole and getting back on their feet.
"There's no question. This is a crucial
year," McCrum said.
David Lavway,executive director ofthe
Maine Potato Board, said farmers are optimistic because of the good quality of early
potatoes and market conditions that could
lead to strong prices.
Farmers in Michigan, Delaware and
Wisconsin have struggled with potato blight
— a plant disease — while farmers in Prince
Edward Island have endured dry conditions
this summer, Lavway said.

In Maine, there was plenty of rain in
July, allowing the potatoes to set in the
ground.
A dry August prevented the potatoes
from growing as big as farmers would have
liked, but the dry weather also helped control crop-damaging blight, Lavway said.
The result is a high quality product
that should fetch decent prices on the
market.
"With all these factors taken into account ... the outlook causes us to be rather
bullish," Lavway said Tuesday."We foresee a decent marketing year."
While farmers are optimistic, many remain circumspect after their recent experiences.
Last year, farmers harvested about 2
billion pounds of potatoes, but the three
previous years were bad enough to put some
growers on the verge of abandoning their
farms.
About 2.2 billion pounds of potatoes
were harvested in 1992, but a disaster was
declared when hot weather caused the potatoes to "melt" in storage, causing $75 million in damage.
Harvests during the previous years were
about 1.8 billion pounds in 1991 and about
2 billion pounds in 1990.
McCrum said the break-even harvest
last year didn't really help farmers in Aroostook County, which boasts more than 80
percent of the state's 650 farms covering
80,000 acres.

A HERFF JONES RING

MONCTON, New Brunswick (AP) —
Shareholders for the giant McCain company voted Tuesday to oust one oftwo surviving brothers who founded the food conglomerate 38 years ago.
A majority of shareholders backed a
proposal to demote Wallace McCain,64,to
vice-chairman from president and co-chief
executive officer at the annual meeting in
Florenceville, New Brunswick,the company said in a statement.
The shareholders are the 33 members of
four McCain families. No McCain stock is
held publicly.

Butthe move will nottake effect until the
conclusion of a messy court battle between
Wallace and his brother Harrison,66,which
continued Tuesday in Moncton.
"Today the shareholders of McCain
Foods Group Inc. approved amendments to
the company's constitution which will allow the board of directors to offer Wallace
McCain the position of vice-chairman of
McCain Foods and which will clear the way
for the appointment of a new president and
chief executive officer of McCain Foods,"
Andrew McCain, Harrison's son and the
chairman, said in the release.

• Chemicals

EPA report fmds need
to reduce dioxins
PORTLAND(AP)— A draft EPA report outlining the dangers of dioxin indicates a need for redoubled efforts to reduce chlorine compounds that cause the
toxic chemical, an environmental group
said Tuesday.
The Environmental Protection Agency's report reaffirmed that dioxin likely
causes cancer in humans and raises concerns that trace amounts could harm immune, reproductive and developmental
systems.
The Natural Resources Council of

Maine targeted the state's paper industry
as the cause of the dioxin problem.
"It's all coming from the paper mills,"
said Ronald Kreisman, general counsel
for the environmental group in Augusta.
"Through dioxin, the paper industry has
contaminated the major rivers of this
state."
Dioxins are highly toxic chemical
compounds that are produced as byproducts in combustion and in certain chemical and industrial processes involving
chlorine.

HGI3
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVW

ELECTIONS
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvw
It's time to get involved!

Hall
Uniquely You...Distinctively Your School

For a limited time, Herff Jones offers big
savings on our most popular college rings.
$30 Off 10K Gold • $50 Off 14K Gold • $100 Off 18K Gold
See your Herff Jones representative for details.

q HERFF JONES

•

September 15-17
UNIVERSITY
10:00 arn-3:00 pm
BO 0 KSTORE
1,1NnAlt}
$20 deposit upon ordering

Governing
130a rcl
a/i/vVi/WWWWWWWWW

September 20,1994
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvw
See your Resident Director for details.
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JUST
HANGIN'
WITH THE
RIGHT
OUTFIT.

NCOR MALL

663 Stillwater Avenue,Bangor,ME 04401
AEO PREMIER
CREDIT CARD
Open an AEO Premier
Credit Card and Get
10% off yourfirst purchase.
There are more than 230
American Eagle Outfitters
Store locations nationwide.

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
WIN A FREE WARDROBE!
ENTER OUR STORE DRAWING
Grand Prize - $150 Wardrobe
Second Prize - $100 Wardrobe
Third Prize - $50 Wardrobe

0014''
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NationalNews

• Man dies when he flies plane into White House
• Pentagon looking to go over budget

• White House incident

Crash raises a questions about White House radar
WASHINGTON (AP) — Investigators
believe National Airport radar picked up a
single-engine plane moments before itcrashed
on the White House lawn and are trying to
determine if the Secret Service was warned.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, who
oversees the Secret Service,ordered an immediate review of the agency's security procedures after the tiny, two-seat Cessna 150
sneaked up on stunned White House guards
Monday with only a moments' notice.
Senior administration officials did not publicly find immediate fault with the security
system or Secret Service agents,but pointedly
failed to guarantee that current procedures are
adequate to prevent a similar incident.
Some security experts predicted investigators will reach an unsettling conclusion: There

are limits to what can be done to protect a
president housed in the middle ofa major city.
An administration official,speaking on condition of anonymity,said investigators believe
Washington's National Airportradar picked up
the plane minutes before the crash and that
Secret Service was not notified.
The official, who has been briefed on the
inquiry but is not an investigator, said the
investigators are working to confirm that the
Secret Service indeed wasn't notified and, if
that is the case, to determine why.
Frank Corder,38,a Maryland native with
a history of drug and alcohol problems, died
when his plane darted over the White House's
wrought-iron fence, slammed into the South
Lawn and cartwheeled against the mansion
two floors below President Clinton's private

quarters.
Clinton and his family were staying at a
government guest house across Pennsylvania
Avenue because ofWhite House repairs. Clinton worked Monday in the Oval Office and the
family returned home asscheduled after work.
"We take this incident seriously," Clinton said, "because the White House is the
people's house and it's the job of every
president who lives here to keep it safe and
secure."
As the wreckage was removed for closer
inspection, federal investigators began interviewing Corder's friends and family in search
of clues to his motive. Some relatives said the
desperate flight was an act of suicide; others
left open the possibility that Corder's death
was the result ofa blundered prank.Investiga-

tors did not rule out either theory.
Special agent Carl Meyer, briefing reporters at an afternoon news conference,
said Corder's motive did not appear to be
hurting Clinton or his family. Preliminary
finding show his intrusion "does not appear
to be directed toward the president," Meyer
said.
Corder, who worked as a self-employed
freight truck driver at Baltimore-Washington International Airport, was described as
an upbeat, "jeans-and-flannel shirt type of
guy," otherwise haunted by substance abuse
problems and plagued by a string of bad
luck.
"Frank has been down on drugs and alcohol
before. He told me that sometimes ... he just
wished he had agun,"said acousin,Dee George.

• Another plane crash

B-2 may overrun $42 million cost cap
WASHINGTON(AP)— A congressional
report questions whether the Pentagon can buy
20 B-2 Stealth bombers within a governmentimposed $44 billion cost ceiling.
The report by the General Accounting Office cited problems in the bat-winged technology, its own terrain-avoidance radar, and its
computer software as well as testing delays.
These threaten to raise production costs for the

20 bombers ordered by the Pentagon,the report
concluded.
Dated Sept. 8, the report has not yet been
released. Defense Week,a newspaper that covers defense issues,reported the GAO'sfindings
in Monday's issue.
"There is uncertainty about whetherthe Air
Force will be able to complete B-2 acquisition
within the cost limitation." the GAO conclud-

ed."Significant development,testing, production and modification efforts are required before the 20 operational aircraft meet their final
performance configuration."
The Defense Department's strategic and
space systems director, George Schneiter, responded that while there remains significant
work on the B-2program,close oversight"will
ensurethatthe B-2program iscompleted within

the congressionally mandated cost ceiling."
Newsofthe report surfaced a day before the
Senate is expected to pass and send to President
Clinton a 1995 defense bill thatauthorizes$125
million to study the nation's future bomber
needs and to keep B-2 subcontractors going.
Supporters of the B-2 fought for inclusion of
that money to keep open the possibility of
buying more B-2s than the 20 on order.

For once,acutin
educationalspending that
actually helps students.
Power Macintosh 7/00/6681250,
Macintosh' Color Display, AppleDesign-

Apple PowerBook' 150 41120. Only $1,29900.

Macintosh'Perform* 63641250,

Apple' Color Plus 14'Display, AppleDesign`
Keyboard and mouse. Only $1,399.00.

Keyboard and mouse. Only $236900.

With Apple's special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh°,
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa; which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple' PowerBook* or the Power

Macintosh"— the world's fastest Mac'And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus,with low student pricing, a Mac
s
as
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to
discover the power all college students need.The power to be your best!

piee

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra, Peiforma, PowerBook and "Thepower 10 be your bed"are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. AppleDesign, Mac and Power Macintosh are trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc.
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• Punishment

*Crime

President signs crime bill Former U.S. Treasurer
sentenced to four months
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Clinton signed into law a $30 billion crime bill
Tuesday, declaring that it would help "roll
back this awful tide of violence" in America.
At an elaborate White House ceremony
attended by members of Congress and mayors ofboth political parties,along with police
officials, Clinton said a sense of bipartisanship led to passage of the hotly disputed
legislation.
"The American people have been waiting a long time for this day," he said.
"In the last 25 years,halfa million Americans have been killed by other Americans,"
he said. "In the last 25 years,crime has been
a hot political issue used too often to divide
us."
Despite the toll of violence, Clinton said,
"still some people in this town tried to keep
this day from happening. But today, at last,
the waiting ends. Today,the bickering stops,
the era of excuses is over."
"From this day forward, let us put partisanship behind us and let us go forward,let us
roll up our sleeves and roll back this awful
tide of violence and reduce crime in our
country," he said. "We have the tools, now
let us get about the business of using them."
Sitting beside Hillary Rodham Clinton,
and mentioned by both Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore, were survivors of some
crime victims: Stephen Sposato, whose wife

was killed when a gunman invaded the San
Francisco law firm where she was working;
and Marc Klaas, whose daughter Polly was
kidnapped and killed. Both lobbied strongly
for the bill — Sposato focusing on the ban on
assault-style firearms and Klaas on putting
third-time felons in prison for life. A career
criminal is awaiting trial in that case.
Clinton signed the bill with numerous pens
and handed the first two to Sposato and Klaas.
By signing the bill, Clinton said, "We
together are taking a big step toward bringing
the laws of our land back in line with the
values of our people."
"We will finally ban these assault weaponsfrom the street that have no purpose other
than to kill," Clinton declared.
But he told his audience that "even this
great law ... cannot do the job alone. By its
own words it is still a law. It must be implemented by you.And it must be supplemented
by you."
"Even when we put a new police officer
on your block, the officer can't make you
safe unless you come out of your home and
help the officer do his or her job."
Pointedly uninvited to the ceremony were
critics of the bill, including Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole, who has vowed to take
revenge at the ballot box in November,saying the GOP would call attention to "all the
ludicrous, ridiculous items in this bill."

WASHINGTON(AP)— A former U.S.
treasurer whose signature is on the paper
money in practically every American's wallet was sentenced to four months in prison
today for tax evasion and obstruction of
justice.
Catalina Vasquez Villalpando was sentenced by U.S. District Judge Thomas F.
Hogan for her guilty plea to three felony
counts, which also included conspiring to
hide income from her former employer
while she served as treasurer during the
Bush administration.
"I can find no basis to excuse your
conduct," Hogan told the woman whose
signature appears on all U.S. paper money
printed between December 1989 and April
1994.
Hogan said that the high office Villalpando held imposed even more of a burden to obey the laws.

After she completes her prison term,
Villalpando will be placed on supervised
release for three years, including four
months of home detention overseen by a
probation officer.
Speaking in a tearful voice barely heard
in the courtroom, Villalpando told Hogan
"I'm embarrassed" to be there for sentencing. "I hope you will find it in your
heart to take what I owe society in some
sort of community service," she said.
The judge did order Villalpando to
perform 200 hours of community service
after her release.
Villalpando pleaded guilty in February, rather than stand trial.
She acknowledged obstructing an independent prosecutor's investigation of
the Reagan-era influence-peddling
scandal at the Department of Housing
and Urban Development.

Applications for Sprine
Semester StudentTeaching are now
available at the Student Teaching
Office, 156 Shibles Hall.

• Sex Crimes

Congressman
pleads innocent
to all charges
CHICAGO(AP)— Rep. Mel Reynolds pleaded innocent today to
charges of sexual assault, sexual
abuse, child pornography and obstruction of justice.
Reynolds and his attorneys ap
peared before Cook County Circuit
Judge Fred Seria Jr. When Seria asked
for his plea, Reynols responded,"Not
guilty to all charges."
Reynolds, a first-term Democrat,
was indicted Aug. 19 on charges he
had sex with an underage campaign
volunteer and asked her to supply
him with pornographic photos of another youngster.
He also was charged with trying to
cover up the offenses by lying to
investigators and persuading the victim to falsely recant her story. Reynolds has vigorously denied the accusations.
Outside the courthouse, about 20
people demonstrated against Reynolds.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3
different fundraisers
lasting either
3 days or 7 days.
No Investment. Earn US$ fo
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for yourself.
For details, call:
1-800-932-0528, Ext.65

Happy
Yom
Kippur

Application deadline is September30.

FAX, Copies, Computers
Typing, Printing, Résumés

Watch out for Uncle Funky!

Rhinos Copies
153 Park Street, Orono, Maine

866-7141 poi

te

Woodstock qe.5,

Family Market
827 Stillwater Ave.
827-3663

Grand
Re-Opening
Friday, Sept. 16
Cheep Beer
Cheep Cappaccino
Cheep Door Prizes
Maineline
Expresso

Students not in the College of Education but
seeking teacher certification must apply for the
Teacher Certification Option, 1,36 Shibles Hall.

Application deadline is September 30.

First he gets you wired...
Ernie Ball Cables
Iii & Lo Z Mike Cards
Sneaker Cables
Then he gets you strung-out...
Guitar Strings
Bass Strings
Singles, picks, slides, caPos, etc

We also carry guitars, amps,
stereos, and posters.
Uncle Funky's Music
2 Mill Street, Orono
12:00pm - 5:30Pm Mon.-Sat.
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••
Preparations meet with GOP criticism

• Haitian invasion

WASHINGTON(AP)— As the Pentagon readies two aircraft carriers for duty off
Haiti,Republican indignation over the invasion preparations is escalating, with one
senator demanding an end to "gunboat liberalism."
The strident GOP attacks were voiced
despite warnings by Secretary of State Warren Christopher that domestic divisions will
only encourage Army chief Lt. Gen. Raoul
Cedras and his allies to hang on to power.
In hopes of avoiding mixed signals, administration officials persuaded Rep. Bill
Richardson,D-N.M.,not to proceed with an
effort launched earlier this summer to try to
negotiate Cedras' departure, congressional
sources said.
Richardson was invited by Cedras to

make a return trip to Port-au-Prince but
bowed to administration wishes that he drop
the initiative, the sources said, speaking
Monday on condition of anonymity.
The administration is adamantly opposed
to giving Cedras any hint that he has room to
maneuver but is worried that he may draw
that conclusion based on Republican criticism of the invasion plans.
Pentagon officials ordered that two aircraft carriers be readied tojoin the more than
15 ships already in the Caribbean. The carriers would be assigned to haul troops and
special forces into Haiti, should an invasion
be ordered. The USS America,currently in
Norfolk, Va., willjoin the USS Eisenhower
in the effort.
Special operations forces, which usually

enter a hostile zone to capture vital targets in
advance of the main invasion force, will be
on the America, the officials said.
Pentagon officials have said some reservists could be called up for action in
Haiti, because the action would depend to a
great extent on military police units to help
keep the peace after an initial invasion, but
the reservists would not necessarily be part
of the initial invasion force.
Officials have said in Pentagon briefings
over the past several weeks that they might
rely on volunteers from the reserves rather
than activating reservists.
The Washington Post reported in today's editions that President Clinton may
call several hundred reservists to active
duty for Haiti.

Republican leaders, meanwhile, said
Congress should debate a resolution authorizing the commitment of U.S. forces to an
invasion.
"It is time, Mr. President, to put an end
to gunboatliberalism," said Sen.Dan Coats,
R-Ind., a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
"There is no U.S.national security interest at stake in Haiti, and there is no reason to
risk even one American life," Coats said.
House Republican Whip Newt Gingrich
said an invasion of Haiti will cause "revulsion" among Americans.
"He (Clinton) is so far out on a limb I
don't see how he can avoid it," Gingrich,RGa., said at a luncheon with Associated
Press reporters and editors.

• USAir crash

Investigation continues as memorial is held
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Hymns echoed
softly through a crowded downtown square
Monday as 2,000 people gathered at lunchtime to mourn the victims of USAir Flight
427.
"Maybe God will give me some answers
to what happened," said Pam Kastelmeyer,
whose neighbor's daughter was among 132
people killed when thejetcrashed Thursday in
a wooded ravine.
Some ofthe victims'loved ones were stoic
through several prayers, but they broke down
and sobbed when a priestread the names ofthe

dead. A wreath adorned with red carnations
and tiny white flowers stood alone in front of
a stage set up on Market Square, in the city's
business district.
About 20 miles away at the crash site,
investigators continued their search for clues.
They were trying to determine whether the
right engine of the Boeing 737-300 inadvertently went into reverse before the plane nosedived six milesshort ofPittsburgh International Airport
A flight crew reported problems with the
engine's reverse thrust 2 1/2 months ago.

The
Student
Academic
Conference
Travel Fund
for Under
graduate
Students will
hold its first
competition of
the academic
year. This fund serves
undergraduate students
who need financial assistance
for travel to meetings/conferences
of an academic nature. Applications must be
submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs
(209 Alumni Hall) by October 4‘ 1994. Money
will be awarded for travel taking place between
October 5, 1994 and February 7, 1995.
Applications can be
obtained from
Devon Storman at the
Office of Academic
Affairs, 209 Alumni Hall,
or by calling X1-1550.

When activated,the reverser closes across
the rear ofthe engine so hot exhaust is deflected to counteract the plane's forward motion.
Passengers can hear the process as a roarfrom
the engines just after the plane touches the
ground.
Four actuators, which control the position
of an engine's thrust reverser, were recovered
from the right engine. Three were in the deployed position, but it wasn't clear whether
they were in that position before the plane hit
the ground at more than 300 mph. The fourth
wasn't deployed.
The actuators are controlled by levers usually arranged on the same console as the

plane's throttle. Donald Ward,an aeronautical
engineering professor at Texas A&M University, said the controls were designed so they
can'tbe moved accidentally.The devices can't
control just one engine at a time.
All four actuators recovered from the left
engine were in the proper position.
Records show that a crew flying the 7year-old plane reported difficulty 2 1/2
months ago in putting the right engine into
reverse, said National Transportation Safety Board member Carl Vogt. Part of the
reverser was replaced July 3 and the device
was lubricated, Vogt said. There had been
no complaints since then.

SAVE
Cl/ittki/V°(°/13el

$5 Off

Salon •
Street
liair
•
-Main -Maine any perm, color
•
55 N Tovkro.,
or haircut with
student ID
Old
Not to be used with any
other offer, one coupon
per customer

L.82

ome to

ircie K's
jew LAilembet Teeeption
glauitsday, Septet/keit 156 at 6:30pm
Uottnan ounge, C.MentotttaP qinion
We welcome former Key Clubbers, new students and
anyone interested in helping others and having fun.
Refreshments will be served.
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The Perfect Part-Time Job
Excellence is an attitude. And we've seen how people with the
right attitude can face any challenge. That's why we're looking for
people who like people to begin careers (or second careers)
as part-time telephone sales representatives for our
New England Telesales Center in Orono.
We're MBNA New England, a subsidiary of MBNA America —
the nation's second-largest lender through bank credit cards.
Known for our unparalleled commitment to our Customers and
to our people, we currently have several openings that offer:
• Starting wages $6.50 per hour
• Paid vacations and holidays
• Paid MBNA® education
• Bonus and incentive opportunities
• A professional, smoke-free environment
• Hours - Monday through Thursday, 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
or Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Call 866-0700
Monday through Friday between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. for more
information or to schedule a personal interview.

AIBNk
NEW ENGLAND®

MBNA New England, Inc. is a subsidiary of MBNA Amenca Bank, N.A.
MBNA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
MBNA America is a federally registered trademark of MBNA America Bank, N.A.

CLAD 5-1495-94
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• Between jokes

• Space Shuttle

George Burns recovering
Astronauts release
sun-probing satellite after fluid buildup
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Discovery's astronauts released a satellite
Tuesday to study the streams of charged
particles hurtling from the sun through the
solar system at 1.5 million mph.
The satellite, Spartan, will study the
solar wind for two days as similar observations are made by Ulysses, the first
spacecraft to orbit the sun's poles. Ulysses was launched by the same shuttle and
shuttle commander four years ago.
Astronaut Susan Helms used Discovery's robot arm to lift the 2,800-pound,
gold-colored Spartan from the cargo bay.
She released the satellite late in the afternoon as the Discovery soared 160 miles
above the Indian Ocean, just south of
Australia. Then commander Richard Richards slowly backed the shuttle away.
The shuttle will rendezvous with Spartan on Thursday so that the crew can
capture the satellite and bring it back home
next week.
The $14 million Spartan needs to fly
free of Discovery in order to point at the
sun. The two telescopes on the satellite
will focus on the sun's searing corona, or
outer atmosphere, where solar wind originates.
One telescope will observe ultraviolet
light emitted from the sun's south pole to
determine the temperature and speed of
solar wind at its point of origin; the other
will measure visible light to determine
solar wind density.
Spartan is 93 million miles from the
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Cars Welcomes You & Students Backf.

UNIVERSII y OF MAINE
2nd Floor
Memorial Union
Orono, Manx 04469
207/581-4548

ASSOCIATION Of
GRADUATE STUDDED

AGS BOARD MEETINGS
FALL 1994
Thursday September 15
Thursday September 29
Thursday October 20
Thursday October 27
Thursday November 10
Thursday November 17
Thursday December 1
Thursday December 15

FFA Room, Memorial Union
Lown Rooms, Memorial Union
Lown Rooms
Lown Rooms
Lown Rooms
Lown Rooms
Lown Rooms
Lown Rooms

All meetings begin at Noon
The AGS Executive Committee:
Andrea Hawkes, President
Jack Lufkin, Vice-President
Ruth Vidotti, Secretary
Kate Dufour, Treasurer
Rajan Iyer, Grants
GRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Great specials for Sunday & Monday Night Football

$1 Drafts
$2 Well drinks
$5 Pitchers
Come join us Tuesday & Wednesday for
Jammire Tunes with the Guru.
Crazy Specials and Wacky Fun Await Come Join Us.

720 Broadway, Bangor • 941-8552

Peer Tutors Needed.
The Onward Tutor Program is looking for peer tutors in
the 100 and 200 levels of: Math, Physics, Chemistry,
Biochemistry and Computer Science.
Students must be currently enrolled at UM, received an
A or B in the course(s) they wish to tutor, have a
minimum 2.5 GPA (3.0 preferred), excellent
communication skills and a high level of patience. Workstudy or Work merit eligibility preferred.
If interested, contact: The Onward Tutor Program
Flagstaff Road
Orono Campus
581-2319
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• Yankee Conference Preview (part 2)
• Field Hockey preview
• Athlete of the week

Sports Page
am sports
NHL announces Hall of
Fame inductees
TORONTO(AP)— Lionel Conacher,
one of the NHL's top defensemen in the
1920s and 1930s, is among those named
as an inductee into the the Hockey Hall of
Fame.
Conacher, who played with Montreal and three other teams, was selected
Monday along with Harry Watson, a top
player of the 1940s and 1950s, in the
Veteran Players Category. Watson was a
left wing who played most of his career
with the Toronto Maple Leafs.
The two will be inducted along with
Brian O'Neill,a longtime NHL official,in
ceremonies on Nov. 15 at the Hockey Hall
of Fame in Toronto.
O'Neill was selected in the Builders
category.
Scotty Morrison, chairman of the
board of the Hockey Hall of Fame, said
that for the first time in the history of the
Hall, there were no inductees in the Players Category to receive the necessary 75
percent.
Receiving the Foster Hewitt Memofor excellence in hockey was
Award
rial
Ted Darling, who broadcasts games for
the Buffalo Sabres.
Watson played 14 years in the NHL,
including nine years with the Maple Leafs.
He also played for the New York Americans, Detroit and Chicago,collecting 236
goals and 207 assists in 809 games.
Conacher's NHL career spanned 12
years during which he played for Pittsburgh,the Americans,Chicago and Montreal. He had 80 goals and 105 assists in
498 games.

Eagles hold off Bears
PHILADELPHIA (AP)— The finish
line seemed to be moving further away
from the Philadelphia Eagles as the Chicago Bears got closer and closer to them.
The Eagles were sensational for three
quarters Monday night,then held on for a
30-22 victory that never should have been
so close. Without the superb work ofRandall Cunningham in the first half, they
might not have broken a seven-game losing string against Chicago.
Cunningham threw for three firsthalf touchdowns and had his second successive 300-yard passing performance.
Instead of getting a well-earned rest in the
fourth quarter, though, he had to come
back with two key completions on Philadelphia's final series to clinch it.
"I wasn't worried," said Cunningham, who was 24-for-36 for 311 yards,
including 250 yards in the opening half.
"You've got to have faith."
The Eagles had faith and everything
else going for them for 45 minutes. Cunningham hit Calvin Williams for touchdowns of nine and 14 yards and Maurice
Johnson for a 7-yard score and Eddie
Murray kicked the first of his three field
goals for a 24-0 halftime edge.
"It was pretty obvious in all areas,
Philadelphia madethe plays and we didn't,"
said Bears coach Dave Wannstedt.

• Men's Soccer

URI downs UMaine 1-0
Game featured 34 fouls committed
By Jeannie Blancq

"We started slow out of the blocks," said
"They were able to capitalize on
Atherley.
Sports Writer
our mistakes."
Rhode Island had eight more shots on
If there was ever a game in which two
in the first period but came up empty,
was
it
goal
bad,
as
teams wanted to win equally
Maine had only two opportunities in
while
Maine
between
game
soccer
men's
Saturday's
the first half.
and Rhode Island, at R.I.
Like a game of cat and mouse,the Bears
The Rhode Island Rams and the UMaine
Black Bears wanted the win so much that at were able to contain but weren't stepping
times during the game it was hard to tell if a up.
The physical aspect started early on as
soccer game was going on or a boxing match.
"The two teams are very evenly matched Maine's Paul Kelly got a yellow card for
up,"said UMaine head coach Scott Atherley. rough play. Then it was URI's Paulo Dos
URI marched onto their home field in an Santos who was awarded the card after atameoba-like fashion, holding hands to show tempting to throw UMainecaptain Bob Strong
to the ground after the whistle.
their sense of team togetherness.
Strong came back and claimed a yellow
It was enough to psyche out even the best
card along with another of URI's players for
soccer team.
Apparently the Black Bears were rat- aggressive play.
Jake Ouimet and George Sherry brought
tled, letting Rhode Island's Rob Giovantotal yellow cards to four while Dos
Maine's
nieli blast one past UMaine goalie Jeremy
the red and was out for the
claimed
Santos
a
to
period,
due
first
the
at
into
Dube 12:40
brief lapse in the UMaine defense. The game.
URI outshot Maine 9-2 in the first half,
Rams were up 1-0.

but gained confidence the second half outshooting URI 7-4.
With a little under seven minutes left in
the game, the referee stopped the clock and
announced that he would keep the time due to
fights on the field.
In the next allotted six minutes, UMaine
failed to score and the Rams captured the 10 win.
Despite the fouls being committed (17
total for URI and 27 total for Maine) the
Black Bears were able to come back the
second half a stronger looking, self-assured
team.
"We had a disappointing first half but
clearly dominated in the second half," said
Atherley. "We had five or six good chances
but we couldn't capitalize on them."
URI goalie Anthony Latronica had three
saves to notch the shutout while UMaine's
Dube collected six saves.
UMaine's Seth Mulrooney, Mike Dunphy, Paul Kelly, and Dan Noblet all played
well around the URI net.

• Field Hockey preview

• Column

Tough schedule awaits UMaine Sports Chest
By John Black
Sports Writer
If the 1994 version of the University of
Maine field hockey team is feeling confident,a glance at this year's schedule could
be a humbling experience.
The Black Bears, currently 1-1-1, will
face nine schools that appeared in the top
twenty a year ago. Three opponents are
receiving extra attention.
"Providence, Michigan, and Rutgers
are our real big games,"said UMaine head
coach Terry Kix. The Black Bears will
host the games against the Friars and the
Wolverines.
"We're thrilled about having a Big Ten
institution come to our campus," Kix said
of the Sept. 17 matchup against Michigan.
"I think the aura around them makes it
exciting for our team to play them."
In 1993 UMaine allowed just 16 goals

Veteran Margaret Hen rick will provide
leadership(File photo)

in 18 games.With opponents having scored
two goals in three games this season, defense again looks to be the strength. They
return eight starters including third-team
All-American goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel.
"We have three returning starters on
defense and receive great leadership from
(Margaret) Henrick, Winstel, and(Dawn)
Porter," Kix said. "Mary Lou has been
very consistent and is the catalyst of our
defense."
Junior Marti Kane will serve as the
backup to Winstel. Goaltender of the future,freshman Cindy Botett, figures to be
the understudy.
Senior co-captain Tammy Barrows has
been lost indefinitely with a knee injury
leaving UMaine without one of its best
defenders.
Juniors Kate Molnar, Rosanne Foster,
Amy Philbrook and sophomores Alex Forsyth,Dawn Porter, and Amy Richendollar
return to the defense.
Again this season Kix is looking for
someone to step to the forefront and assume the role of goalscorer. The Black
Bears have scored three goals but they
came in the same game.
"We're looking strong in practice but
struggling in games," Kix said of the offense. "It takes time for the scoring to
catch up to the defense. We've made some
changes in our offensive corner unit. It's a
young group on offensive that needs to
learn to relax in games."
Senior midfielder Michelle Gallan led
the team in scoring last year with seven
goals and two assists for 16 points. Strong
midfield play is key to UMaine's success.
"The midfield is playing exceptionally
well," Kix said. "Gallan,(Jana) Hanson,

Just some random
thoughts from the sports
chest assummercomes to
an end and fall kicksin full
swing.
•The UMaine footseems to be so
team
ball
close to putting it all together and beating some teams. Their offense
moves the ball well, and the defense can stop
anyone attimes. The last two gamesitsjust been
a few big plays they've let up. Two weeks ago,
againstCentral Florida,they hung with oneofthe
best teams in the country for a half.
•How about those Patriots? They have the
best offense in the NFL after two weeks, to go
with a defensive unit that looks like they are
playing touch football instead of tackle. This
year's team is totally opposite ofteams they've
had in the past. Remember the teams ofthe past
few years, no offense but good defense.
You have to admit though, the Pats are
exciting to watch even if they give you an ulcer.
Drew Bledsoe has the best young arm in the
league and Ben Coates is arguably the best tight
end in the game today.
•I am still trying to recover from baseball
withdrawel. The strike ended possibly the most
exciting season in baseball history. Five players,
that's rightfive,were on pare to hit50homeruns,
Frank Thomas,Ken Griffey Jr., Albert(Corky)
Belle, Matt Williams,and Jeff Bagwell.
•Speaking ofFrank Thomas,he may be the
best hitter ever to hold a Louisville Slugger. The
guy is a monster of a man (6-5 275), and hits
mammoth shots,yet he seft.s the plate like he's 57 150. If you ever get a chance to see him play,
don't passit up because he could be one ofthe all-

See Field Hockey
page 27

See COLUMN
page 27

By Larry Rogers
Sports Editor
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Yankee Conference Preview
New England Division Outlook
• Boston University

• University of Connecticut

'Coach: Dan Allen (5th year 26-22) going 8-0 in the YC. BU has a talented
'1993 Record: 12-1 (8-0)
group ofseniors back,including 1993 Yan'Returning Starters: 7/ Offense 8/ kee Conference Player of the Year, QB
Defense
Robert Dougherty. The only question for
'Players to Watch on Offense: Rob- the Terriers may be RB, where they lost
ert Dougherty, QB, Sr., 5-9 172 (212-386 their '93 starter, Zack Burwell and his
55%,2,875 Yds., 18 TD); Came11 Hender- 1,300 yards. BU returns 8 starters on deson, WR,Sr., 5-8 178,(41 rec., 617 yds., 7 fense, including All-Conference DB Chris
TD);Edmund Mantie, WR,Jr.,40 rec.,460 Helon, who had more interceptions (12),
yds.,2TD);Defense: John May,DB,Sr.,5- than the UMaine had eligibility violations
10 174,(108 tack.,4 int); Chris Helon, DB, last year. The Terriers will lead the pack all
Sr., 5-11 172,(12 INT)
year and possibly go unbeaten in the YC
'Outlook: The Terriers are coming again.
off one of their best seasons in history,
'Predicted Finish: 1st

'Coach: Skip Holtz (1st year)
turning a solid group of veterans this
'1993 Record: 6-5 (5-3 YC)
season, including all of their offensive
'Returning Starters: 9/ Offense 6/ skill,players. All-Yankee Conference
Defense
fullback Wilbur Gilliard should lead the
'Players to Watch on Offense: Zeke offense. Gilliard scored an incredible 17
Rodgers,QB,Jr.,6-4 207,(139-245-57%, TDs in '93 and ran for over 1,000 yards.
1,705 Yds.,7 TD); Wilbur Gilliard, RB, Quarterback Zeke Rodgers will be the
Sr., 6-0 205,(215-1,099 Yds., 17 TD); starter for the fourth consecutive season
Monte Nowden, WR, Jr., 6-3 195, (52 and will look to throw to top target Monte
rec., 756 Yds., 4 Td); 'Defense: Brian Nowden. Could this be the year UConn
Gleason, LT, Jr., 6-3 268,(55 Tack., 5 is remembered for something besides
sacks); Dean Cassimatis, LB, Sr., 6-2 basketball?
242,(50 tack., 6 sacks)
'Predicted Finish: 8th
'Outlook: The Huskies will be re-

• Massachusetts

• University of Maine

'Coach: Mike Hodges 2nd Year
(15-6)
.1993 Record: 8-3 (5-3 YC)
'Returning Starters: 5/Offense 7/
Defense
'Players to Watch on Offense: Rene
Ingoglia, FB, Jr., 5-11 190, (233-1,285
Yds.,5.5 avg., 14 TD);Frank Alessio,TB,
So., 5-7 172, (83-534 Yds., 6.3 Avg., 6
Td); Defense: Brian Corcoran,DE,Sr.,62 247,(82 tack., 12 sacks); Breon Parker,
CB,Jr., 5-11185,(58 tack., 7 INT); Silas
Burke,DT,Sr.,6-2 235,(62 tack.,6 sacks)

'Outlook: The Minutemen have some
big-time players on their roster this season including All-Conference DE Brian
Corcoran and his 12 sacks from '93.
UMass boasts one of the best defensive
lines in the country. On offense, runningbacks Rene Ingoglia and Frank Alessio
combined for 1,800 yards and 20 touchdowns-so running the ball in their option
offense won't be a problem. UMass appears to have all the elements,to match or
better their 8-3 mark of last season.
Predicted Finish: 4th

'Coach: Jack Cosgrove (2nd, 3-8)
'1993 Record: 3-8 (2-6 YC)
'Returning Starters: 7/ Offense 7/
Defense
'Players to Watch on Offense: Emilio Colon,QB,Sr.,6-0 200,(133-25752%,
1,603 Yds., 11 TD); Steve Knight, FB,
Sr., 5-11 234,(104-574 Yds., 5.5 avg., 2
TD); Brian Gaine, TE, Jr., 6-5 250,(26
rec.,265 yds., 1 TD);Defense: Ross Fichthorn, LB,Jr.,6-0231,(162 tack., 1 sack);
George McDonald, DE, Jr., (31 tack., 2
sacks); Greg Mikell, DB,Sr.,6-2 199,(67

tack);
'Outlook: The Black Bears have the
potential to be a good team, and should be
competitive. Colon is a great athlete but
needs good line protection to get the ball to
steady-handed Brian GaMe and speedster
Steve Cates (Sr., WR). Maine has good
depth at RB with Knight, and sophs Bob
Jameson and Andre Pam. Ross Fichthorn,
who led the YC in tackles last season, will
lead the defense. With the exception of
Mikell, the secondary is inexperienced.
'Predicted Finish: 10th

How much longer until October Break??
Cutler Health Center
They may be hostages, but what
they're doing to this guy is criminal.

Services Academic Year 1994-95
Early Bird Clinic
Monday-Friday
Clinic services are limited
to patients with common
complaints of sore throats
and cold-like illnesses. Ten
(10)openings daily.
7:30-9:00 a.m.
Athletic Medicine Clinic
Monday-Friday
Clinic will evaluate
practice injuries from the
previous day and illness
that might interfere with
student athlete's ability to
safely participate in
practice or competition.
9:30-11:30 a.m. Walk-in Clinic
Monday-Friday
General walk-in health
care and urgent visits.
Approximately 22
openings daily.
1:30-6:00 p.m. Appointments
7:30-8:30 a.m.

Saturday, September 17th at 6:30pm & 9:15pm

THE UNION BOARD

DIVERSIONS

500 with Student ID
$3 all others
Sponsored by: The Union Board: Diversions
Residents On Campus
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• Rhode Island

• New Hampshire
•Coach: Bill Bowes(23rd Year 14283-5)
.1993 Record: 6-5 (4-4 YC)
•Returning Starters: 8/ Offense 9/
Defense
•Players to Watch on Offense: Jim
Stayer,QB,Sr.,6-3218,(90-163-55%,1,141
Yds., 8 TD); Avrom Smith TB, Sr., 5-10
191,(209-1,050 Yds., 11 TD);Lee McClinton, TB,Sr., 5-11 250,(90-513 Yds.,5 TD)
Defense: Jim Concannon,FS,Sr.,6-1 198,
(93 tack., 2 sacks, 4 INT); Warren Armes,
LB, SR.,6-0 238,(71 tack.,)

.Outlook: The Wildcats are optimistic after going 6-5 last season with 17
starters back. UNH,like many YC teams
this year, has a dangerous backfield with
Avrom Smith and Lee McClinton. Quarterback Jim Stayer, who started the first 6
games in '93 before being benched, is the
starter this season. The Wildcats possess
one ofthe most talented DBs in the YC with
Jim Concannon. UNH could be one of the
darkhorses of the YC this season.
Predicted Finish: 5th

Athlete of the Week

Allison Snooks,is this week's UMaine
Athlete ofthe Week. Snooks,a senior goalkeeper on the women's soccer team, helped
her team beat Temple 2-0 last Sunday by
making 18 saves and getting the shutout.

'
,Coach: Floyd Keith (2nd year, 3-9)
Hixson returns to lead the offense after being
.1993 Record: 3-8(1-7 YC)
'Returning Starters: 5/Offense 2/ named YC Rookie ofthe Year in'93 as a true
frosh. URI lost their top rusher, Frantzy
Defense
'Players to Watch on Offense: Chris Jourdain, in the spring to injury, and may
Hixson, QB, So., 6-3 205, (162-269 60%, miss the '94 season. The Rams defense
2,218 Yds.,12TD);Bobby Apgar,FL,So.,6- returns only two starters and will be tested
0180,(40ree.,744Yds.,7TD);FrankMarinel- early against William and Mary's powerful
la, TE,Sr.,6-3 235,(23 rec., 329 Yds., 1 TD). offense. URI also has All-Conference kicker
•Defense: Lou D'Agostino, OLB, Jr., 6-0 Skip Thomas as a weapon. If URI can get
230,(72tackles,4sacks,2INT);CurtWhiting, someone to emerge as a running threat, they
safety, Jr., 5-11173,(58 tackles,3 INT).
will be tough.
Predicted Finish: 9th
'Outlook: Sophomore quarterback

from page 25

Field hockey
time greats.
•I kind of find it hard to swallow the fact
that the average major-league salary is 1.2 million, yet some how this whole strike is a big
money issue.
•Dominique Wilkins in a Celtics uniform.
You've got to give Celtics' Director of Player
Operations, M.L. Carr, credit. He refused to
arrept what most people were telling him,that
the team would have to get worse before itcould
get better,and went out and built a new team. I
smell a play-off spot in April.
iche Red Sox all-time worst move was
selling the Babe to the Yankees. But I am
convinced that trading Jeff Bagwell to the Astros for Larry Anderson is a close second.
•Even though it's still early,looking ahead
to this winter is exciting. The Black Bears
men's and women's hoop teams should both
be very tough. The women have a few things
to proveafter getting kicked outofthe play-offs
last year. With the addition of basketball
prodigy Cindy Blodgett,itcould be hell forthe
rest of the league.

and(Wendy)DuBois have controlled the
midfield play for us."
Also returning to the midfield is sophomore Jackie Elkanich. Shelly Tyrell, an
Orono High School and All-State standout,is the lone freshman midfield recruit.
UMaine does have two freshmen in
the starting lineup. Jeni Turner, Skowhegan High School,starts at right back. Kix
calls her an explosive player who adds
some spark to the defense.
Karen Hebert is the starting center
forward and brings her high school scoring credentials to the Division I level.
Hebert netted 23 goals and assisted on 14
others during her senior season at Enfield, Conn. High School.
Annie Elkanich, the team's second
leading scorer her freshman year, is being counted on to deliver similar numbers.
"Annie has played exceptionally
this season," Kix said. "We have her
playing right wing and she provides a

great lift on offense."
Other forwards on the UMaine roster
include sophomore's Kristina Gilardi and
Kacey Strout. Jenni Stinchcomb,a senior,
freshmen Becky Blue of Old Town High
School, and Heather Stinehart-Watson
round out the frontline.
Junior Kristin Phaneuf, who sat out
last season due to off-season surgery, will
miss this season as well. She will serve as
the team's manager.
In addition to their strong non-conference schedule the Black Bears begin their
pursuit of the North Atlantic Conference
championship when they host the Drexel
Dragons on September 30.
For the season to be considered a
success UMaine must again reach the
conference playoffs.
"I'd be very disappointed if we
didn't make the tournament seeing as
how we made it last year," Kix said.
"It's a tough conference and one loss
makes a big difference."

STANDARD DELIVERY MENU

PAT'S PIZZA
Over 6 Million Sold
866-2111

Campus Only • Delivery Menu Only•866-2111
9"
$2.50
3.00
3 00
3.00
3.00
3 00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3 00
3.50
3.00
3.50
3.50

14"
$6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
8.00

Plain
Onion
Pepperoni
Mushroom
Salami
Anchovy
Bacon or Canadian Bacon
Hamburg
Fresh Garlic
Jalepenos
Hamburg and Onion
Ham
Pepperoni and Mushroom
Combination - Special
Pepperoni, Salami, Mushroom
3.00
7.00
Double Cheese
8.00
3 50
Green Pepper and Onion
3 00
7.00
Green Pepper
3.00
7.00
Hot Sausage or Sweet Sausage
3.00
Broccoli
7.00
3.00
7.00
Black Olive.................... ...........
Hawaiian...........
3.50
8.00
Spinach
8.00
3.50
4.50
10.00
Taco
Taco Sauce, Hamb., Gr. Pep., On., Taco Chips, Le & Tom.
5,75
13.00
Loaded
50 extra
1.00 extra
If you like thick crust order our Double Dough
............................................................50 extra
1.00 extra
Doulbe Sauce
4.00
own Recipe
Our
Lasagne Casserole
Monday Night Spaghetti Special
CALZONES,PASTA
3.50
(In House Only)
Meat Calzone
$1.95
(Hot Sausage, Salami & Cheesse + sauce)
3.50
Now Serving
Veggie Calzone
(Mushrooms, Gr. Pep., 81. Olives, Onions,
Spaghetti:
Cheese + sauce)
w/Meatballs or Sausage and
Combo Calzone + sauce
3.85
small Garlic Bread
2.75
Broccoli & Cheese Calzone + sauce 3.50
2.75
To go - Single Serving Bucket
Extra Sauce
50
7.50
To go Triple Serving Bucket
DINNERS
(Includes 6 meatballs)
Lasagne Dinner
4.00
bread not included
4.00
Veal Parmigiana Dinner
4.00
Chicken Parmigiana Dinner
Served with Garlic Bread and Cole Slaw

866-2111

9"
Plain
3.25
3,75
Onion
Pepperoni
3.75
3.75
Mushroom
3.75
Salami
3.75
Anchovy
3.75
Bacon
3.75
Canadian Bacon
3.75
Hambur
3.75
Hot Dog
3.75
Black Olive
3.75
Spinach
3.75
Garlic
Loaded (a little of everything)„6.50

14"
6.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
13.75

9"
5.25
Taco
3.75
Meatball
3.75
Ham
4.25
Combination
3.75
Double Cheese
Green Pepper
3.75
Hot Sausage
3.75
3.75
Kielbasa Sausage
Hawaiian (ham & pineapple) 4.25
Garlic
3.75
Broccoli
3.75
Extra Items
If you like thick crust, try our.50
.50
Double Dough

CALZONES
$4.25 Veggie Calzones
$5.00

Meat Calzones
Combo Calzones

SPAGHE'r11
Single serving Bucket with 2 Meatballs
Triple Serving Bucket with 6 Meatballs
Tossed Salad
Chef Salad

10.75
7.75
7.75
8.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
8.75
7.75
7.75
"0
1.00
$4.25

$3.50
$8.00 save

SALADS
Greek Salad
$2.50
$3.25
Dressings: House Italian - French - Creamy Garlic
Blue Cheese - .25 extra

Salami Italian
Ham Italian
Ham & American Cheese
Ham & Provolone
Roast Beef
GARLIC BREAD
Small Garlic
Small Garlic w/Cheese
Large Garlic
Large Garlic w/Cheese

14"

SUBS
$2.75
Hot Sausage & Cheese
3.00
Hot Meatball & Cheese
3 25
Steak & Cheese
Tuna Salad
3.50
B.L.T
3.50
Chicken Salad
1.00
BREAD STIX
1.50
with Cheese & Sauce
1.50
Small
2.00
Large

TAX & DELIVERY INLCUDED
Prices and Menu Subject to Change Without Notice
$7.00 Handling Charge on Returned Checks

$4.25

3.75
3.75
4.00
3.50
3.50
3.25

2.00
3.50
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• Football

Patriots show offensive explosion, but no defense
FOXBORO,Mass.(AP)— Opponents
have found the quickest path to the end
zone. Simply loft the ball over the heads of
New England's defensive backs.
In a span ofjust four quarters — the
second half of Miami's 39-35 win and the
first half of a 38-35 loss to Buffalo last
Sunday — the Patriots let receivers break
free for eight touchdown catches.
Patriots coach Bill Parcells says his
defensive backs aren't confused, they're
just getting beaten physically.
"It's not like they didn't go where
they were supposed to go," Parcells said.
"They're going where they're supposed to
go and then they're either getting outrun or
the ball's just thrown over their head.
They're not doing what they're supposed
to do once they get there."
The offseason additions ofsafety Myron Guyton and cornerback Ricky Reynolds were supposed to make a decent
secondary better. Guyton repeatedly
looked lost against the Bills, but the problem is broader.
"There are others equally involved,"
Parcells said.

Less than three minutes into the game,
Andre Reed simply ran a deep pattern between Guyton and cornerback Maurice
Hurst and caught a 37-yard scoring pass
from Jim Kelly.
A week of practice hadn't corrected
the problem that afflicted the Patriots a
week earlier, when Dan Marino threw four
of his five scoring passes in the second half.
"The coverages we played the first
half were simple" against the Bills, Parcells said."When a guy runs straight downfield in between two guys for a touchdown
and both ofthem have assignments on him,
I don't know how much simpler you can
get than that."
Next Sunday, the pass defenders
should have an easier time against Cincinnati quarterback David Klingler. Parcells
isn't quick to change his secondary personnel.
"This isn't Texaco," he said. "You
don't walk in and say,'I want to change the
oil, put a new carburetor in there and check
the sparkplugs' and then everything's going to be OK.
"You don't do that. But, certainly,

we can't live forever with what we're getting."
The failures of the NFL's worst
pass defense are more distressing because the Patriots scored 35 points in
each game.If the secondary had knocked
down just one of those scoring passes in
each game, the Patriots might be 2-0
instead of 0-2.
"That's a lot of points to score and
not come out with a victory," running back
Leroy Thompson said."You can't get in a
gunslinging contest every week, week in
and week out, but I think we have a solid
defense here and they're going to put it
together."
Last season, the Patriots allowed an
average of 178 passing yards,fourth fewest
in the league. They've given up more than
twice as much this season, 389 per game.
The secondary has two new starters.
"I don't know if it's just going to take
a little time for us all to jell together, but
we've got to get it done soon," linebacker
Vincent Brown said.
Parcells said that's no excuse.
"These are veteran players this is hap-

Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
Wanted: Part-time child care provider in
our home M/W/F a.m. (flexible). Please
call 827-2919.
Attention! $1,000 weekly working
from home/dorm folding our
pamplets!...Materials supplied!...No
gimmicks!... See for yourself! Write!
Director, Box 11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339-1916.
Wanted: Campus Representative KODAK PRODUCTS SPRING BREAK
TRIPS "Guaranteed" BEST PRICES &
INCENTIVES. Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida. We handle the
bookkeeping...you handle the sales.
CALL 1-800-222-4432.

Rooms for rent in modern townhouse
apts. 1 mi. to univ. clean $ modern
$225mo. all utilities incl. 827-6212
5 bedroom,2full baths, modern kitchen,
beautiful river views. 1 mi. to univ. $800
mo. heated call 827-6212
3 bedroom apt. 1 mi. to univ. modern
clean, beautiful river view excellent location $640 mo. heated 827-6212
Orono, SBDRM APT $1000 heat/
hotwater incl school year lease considered call 827-3780 please leave message.
Apartmentfor rent:4 bedroom apartment 2 1/2 baths lease & security
deposit, can accommodate 4/6 students. tel: days 827-4550, evenings
732-3368

roommates
4BR House walking distance to campus
large yard, deck, heat included all new
carpets $850.00. 827-3718
1&2 BR Apts clean sunny convenient to
campus & stores. Prices $395-$425 includes most/all utilities. 827-3718
House near campus 4 BR wall to wal
carpets convenient to shopping, deck
private drive $750 plus utilities 827-3718.

Share lovely home in Orono modern,
clean, quiet, furnished washer dryer,
phone, great deal for nice student. Clara
866-3701.
1 person needed (male or female)for
Hubbard Farms apt. Call John after 6:00
(866-4180).
Female roommate wanted fall '94 &
spring rent $160 all utilities included!
Call 827-5998 ask for Gillian & Anne.

_J

pening to and this shouldn't happen," he said.
"We do have to 'fess up," said Reynolds, a free agent from Tampa Bay. "It
hasn't gone as well as we expected. We
thought we were going to come in and be
the strength of the defense."
The secondary hasn't gotten much
help from the pass rush. New England has
four sacks in two games, but Marino and
Kelly have had plenty of time to throw.
Defensive backs aren't reacting quickly enough to receivers' moves.Brown thinks
there may be an intensity problem.
"We're missing a big play early on,"
he said. "We're getting in a kind of a
situation where we're going through the
motions of the defense.
"The intensity isn't there until we
realize that the game is on the line."
Kelly threw for 232 yards and four
touchdowns in the first half but only 96 and
no touchdowns in the second after the Patriots simplified coverages.
"Hopefully," Reynolds said, "the
second half was a pretty good indication
that we're going to get a lot better."
They can't get a lot worse.

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

1987 Plymouth Reliant, high mileage,
exc. cond, AM/FM stereo, cass. wel
maintenance $1700 call 866-4626.
Car Stereos,Alarms,Rem.Starters,Sales/
installation.Rockford-Forsgate,Eclispe,JVC,
JBL •Sound Shapers 989-1889.
Never used Style Writer II Macintosh
Printer asking 150 firm 945-6901 leave
message.
Several used,reconditioned road bikes
for sale. $25 to $100. All profits to charity. 942-2514 Bob.
Macintosh Computer. Complete system including printer only 4500. Cal
Chris at 800-289-5685.
Queen size waterbed $50 call 8274031 Please leave message.
Washer & Dryer $100 for both call 8274031 Please leave message.

How about a Spring term in Canada?
A few talented, organized undergrads
invited to complete applications for Canadian universities i.e. McGill, Laval, UNB,
by October 1. Contact Gail Yvon, Canadian-American Center, 1-42325.

'Tis Amy—Lookingfor a Michael Franci
Janosco. Please call.(603)242-3447.
Female/Male Exotic Dancersfor all you
party needs. Rated G, PG, R, R+. Exotic
9474406. New talent welcomed.
Songwritersjoin the Maine Songwriter
Guild. For details write a note to MSG,P•
Box 8058, Bangor, ME 04401.

3 lines
3 days
3 bucks.
That's all it costs to place
your classifictl ad.
Jag stop by the basement of
Lord Hall, Mon:Thurs.9am-,
5 pm and Fri.9am4 pm.
All classifieds must be
prepaid.

